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The vortex of internal war in
the premier investigation

agency, Central Bureau of
Investigation, is threatening to
suck in many prominent polit-
ical figures of Andhra Pradesh
and Telangana.

While a controversial busi-
nessman from Andhra
Pradesh, Satish Babu Sana, is at
the heart of the ongoing war
between the two top officials of
CBI — Director Alok Verma
and Special Director Rakesh
Asthana — over an alleged
bribery case within the agency,
many more names from the
two Telugu States have cropped
up. They include CM Ramesh,
Telugu Desam Party MP and a
close associate of Andhra
Pradesh Chief Minister N

Chandrababu Naidu, and
Mohammed Ali Shabbir, senior
Congress leader in Telangana. 

Another interesting name
coming up in the context of
raging controversy is that of
former Joint Director of CBI
VV Lakshminayrana, who
recently took voluntary retire-
ment from service to enter
active politics.

Different stories are doing
the rounds about each of these
key players whose profile make
interesting reading: 

Satish Babu Sana: He has
emerged as a pivotal figure in
the entire sordid drama as it
was based on his complaint that
the CBI registered FIR against
its number 2 officer Special
Director Rakesh Asthana. Sana
reportedly told the CBI he
paid a bribe of �2 crore to Alok

Verma to be “spared” in a case
under CBI investigation.
Asthana complained to the
Cabinet Secretariat that Sana
had reached a settlement with
the CBI Director Alok Verma
to avoid his arrest through
TDP member of Rajya Sabha
and industrialist CM Ramesh. 

Sana has now become a
complainant against Asthana
and accused that at his behest
Sana’s statement was “falsified”
by Deputy SP Devender Kumar
to “frame” the CBI boss in meat
exporter Moin Qureshi case. 

The Hyderabad-based
industrialist, Sana, is quite an
influential and well connected
figure. From his humble start
as an employee of Government
electricity department at
Kakinada — a job he got on
compassionate ground after
the death of his father — Sana
went places and today he is a
director of half a dozen com-
panies and was closely associ-
ated with several top politicians
and people from Telugu film
industries. List of his friends in

high places include late Chief
Minister YS Rajasekhar Reddy,
his son YS Jaganmohan Reddy,
present Chief Minister N
Chandrababu Naidu, KVP
Ramachandra Rao, MP, CM
Ramesh, noted film producer
D Suresh and prominent indus-
trialist Nimmagadda Prasad
and controversial meat
exporter Moin Qureshi, who is
now facing charges of tax eva-
sion and illegal transfer of
money.

It was in a money laun-
dering case related to Moin
Qureshi that Sana was facing a
CBI investigation. The CBI
FIR booked against Asthana
says that a Dubai-based middle
man had paid �3 crore as a
bribe to a conduit named
Somesh Prasad for settling the
case in his favour. 

Controversies are not new
for Satish Babu Sana. Earlier, he
was under CBI scrutiny in one
of the cases of disproportion-

ate assets of YS Jaganmohan
Reddy. It was alleged that the
YSR Government had allocat-
ed 22,000 acre land to indus-
trialist Nimmagadda Prasad
in Guntur-Prakasham belt and
in quid pro quo the industrial-
ist made an investment of �854
crores in Jagan’s companies. In
its chargesheet in this case, the
CBI had said that Sana had
paid �50 lakh to Moin Qureshi
to settle the case and appoint
the VV Lakshminarayna as
the CBI Joint Director in
Hyderabad. Later
Lakshminarayana had led the
investigations into cases against
Jagan.

But Sana denied the alle-
gation and said that he had
made a legal investment in
Moin Qureshi’s meat export
company.

CM Ramesh: Industrialist-
turned-politician CM Ramesh
was recently in the news when
the Income Tax department
and Enforcement Directorate
carried out raids against his
companies and claimed finan-

cial irregularities in his record.
Now his name has again

cropped up in the context of
infighting in the CBI. While
Asthana alleged that he medi-
ated on behalf of Sana, Ramesh
has alleged that there was a
high-level conspiracy hatched
by BJP president Amit Shah to
frame him.

Ramesh, who is in Vienna
along with his family, said in a
statement that he was being tar-
geted systematically by Amit
Shah and the BJP Government
ever since he contested and was
elected to the Public Accounts
Committee of Parliament. “I
won despite opposition of Amit
Shah and I was warned of
consequences,” he said.

Ramesh also said the BJP
Government was going after
him because he took up the
case of steel plant in Kadapa
and sat on a hunger strike to
press the issue.

“The allegation that I
mediated between the CBI
Director and Sana is fabricat-
ed and baseless,” he said,

adding that the BJP is trying to
suffocate the TDP leaders.

Mohammed Ali Shabbir:
Shabbir is presently the Leader
of Opposition in Telangana
Legislative Council and is like-
ly to contest Assembly elec-
tions. His name was men-
tioned in the purported state-
ment Sana gave to the CBI
alleging that Shabbir had
accompanied him to the CBI
office in Delhi to lodge a com-
plaint against Asthana and
Deputy SP Devendar Kumar.

Shabbir strongly denied
allegation that he visited the
CBI office with Sana.
Interestingly Shabbir’s name
already figures in the
Enforcement Directorate
chargesheet in which it was
claimed that Shabbir and Moin
Qureshi had visited the CBI
office to help Hyderabad-based
jeweller Sakesh Gupta of MBS
jewellers.

Shabbir said he did not
receive any notice from the CBI
but confirmed that he knew
both Sakesh Gupta and Sana.
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The CBI will be interrogat-
ing its own Dy SP

Devendra Kumar for one week
in the custody in the murky
bribery scandal that reached
the Delhi High Court on
Tuesday. The court sent Kumar,
a member of CBI Special
Director RK Asthana probe
team, to seven-day custody
and directed the CBI to main-
tain status quo on the criminal
proceedings initiated against
Asthana. Both Kumar and
Asthana have challenged the
FIR lodged against him on
bribery allegations.

Justice Najmi Waziri also
sought response of the probe
agency and its Director Alok
Kumar Verma as also Joint
Director AK Sharma on the
separate pleas of Asthana and
Devender Kumar for quashing
of the FIRs against them. 

The notice has also been
issued to the Department of
Personnel and Training
(DoPT), which has jurisdiction
over the CBI and its permission
is required for registering an
FIR against bureaucrats.

Following the HC order,
the CBI cannot arrest Asthana
till October 29, the next date of
hearing. The court, however,
clarified that there is no stay on
the probe considering the
nature and gravity of the case.
The CBI has suspended
Kumar.

The order asking the CBI
to maintain the status quo till
October 29 has been issued on

Asthana’s plea only.
Meanwhile, sources said

the CBI Director has divested
Asthana of all functional power
and took away all cases being
probed by him. Sources also
said that the CBI boss has
made adverse remarks against
Asthana in his annual assess-
ment report that could seal
Asthana’s chances of being pro-
moted to the CBI chief post.

The HC, which heard the
matter for 20 minutes, asked
both Asthana and Kumar to
preserve the records which are
in their custody, including
mobile phones.

The court listed the matter
for October 29 after CBI’s
counsel K Raghavacharyulu
sought time to bring on record
various Sections under which

the FIR was lodged.
During the hearing, the

CBI said charges against
Asthana are serious and the
agency was investigating the
matter and is likely to add more
offences in the FIR.

Senior advocate Amrendra
Sharan and advocate Amit
Anand Tiwari, appearing for
Asthana, said it is a case of
malafide and illegal registration
of FIR against the Special CBI
Director which is based on the
statement of an accused. 

The advocate said there
was “utmost urgency” and
great amount of “sorrow” in the
matter.

To this, the judge said this
was not the stage to examine
the allegation of malafide.

Continued on Page 4
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People in the country can
burst firecrackers from 8

PM to 10 PM only on Diwali
and other festivals, the Supreme
Court said on Tuesday,  allow-
ing manufacture and sale of just
the “green crackers” which
have low emission of light,
sound and harmful chemicals.

The top court carved out
an exception for the Christmas
and the New Year eve saying
that crackers for these occa-
sions would be burst between
11.55 pm and 12.30 am, since
these celebrations start at mid-
night.

It also banned the manu-
facture, sale and use of joined
firecrackers (series crackers or
laris) saying that they cause
“huge air, noise and solid waste
problems”. 

The apex court said the
noise and smoke emission lim-
its of the crackers will have to
be approved by the Petroleum
and Explosive Safety
Organization (PESO), under
the Department of Industrial
Policy and Promotion,
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.

To curb pollution in Delhi-
National Capital Region
(NCR), it directed the Centre,
the Delhi Government and
State Governments of NCR to
permit community fire-crack-
ing, wherever it could be done.

A Bench of Justices AK
Sikri and Ashok Bhushan said
though burning of crackers
during Diwali was not the only
reason for worsening air qual-
ity, it contributed to air pollu-
tion in a significant way. 

The Bench accepted the

suggestions given by the Centre
saying the measures strive a
nice balance between compet-
ing interests of right to liveli-

hood and health and con-
cerned authorities to imple-
ment the same with immediate
effect.

“The crackers with reduced
emission (improved crackers)
and green crackers...Only
would be permitted to be man-
ufactured and sold,” it said
while banning the production
and sale of crackers other than
green crackers.

According to the sugges-
tions of Union of India,
“improved crackers” are those
which avoid use of ash as des-
iccant or filler materials in
crackers for reduction in 
particulate matters by 15-20 per
cent.

It said that the green crack-
ers are those which have low
emission sound and light emit-
ting functional crackers with
PM reduction by 30-35 per
cent and significant reduction
in nitrogen oxide and sulphar
dioxide.

Continued on Page 4
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Benchmark indices Sensex
and Nifty fell for the fourth

session in a row to hit their over
six-month low levels, dragged
by IT and pharma stocks as
concerns over rupee fall, glob-
al trade war tiff and geo-polit-
ical tensions resurfaced. 

The BSE index ended
287.15 points lower at
33,847.23 — the weakest clos-
ing since April 10, when the 30-
share gauge had settled at
33,880.25. Similarly, the NSE
Nifty dropped 98.45 points to
end at 10,146.80 — its lowest
closing since April 4.

Meanwhile, the rupee
depreciated to 73.82 against the
US dollar, which too had a neg-
ative influence.

Detailed report on P10
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In one of the gravest provo-
cations from Pakistan,

Brigade headquarters of the
Indian Army in Poonch was
targeted by the Pakistan Army
on Tuesday morning. After
1997, this is for the first time a
shell from across the Line of
Control (LoC) has landed in
Poonch city located more than
5 km from the LoC.

According to preliminary
reports, the local police and
Army authorities are investi-
gating the nature of the shell
used in targeting Brigade head-
quarters. 

Late on Tuesday, Ministry

of Defence Spokesman in
Jammu Lt-Col Devendra
Anand said, “Around 10.35
am during ceasefire viola-
tion, Pakistan troops fired
Rocket propelled grenades

(RPG). One round landed on
a barrel type store shelter in
Poonch  causing it to catch
fire. Initial analysis indicates
calibre of 105/106 mm RCL
was used.”
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Kolkata: Two persons were
killed and 17 injured in a stam-
pede on a foot overbridge at
Santragachi railway station in
West Bengal on Tuesday
around 6.30 pm after
announcements were made
about simultaneous arrival of
trains on platforms connected
by the overbridge.

The incident occurred
between platform numbers two
and three at Santragachi station
in Howrah when Nagercoil-
Shalimar Express and two
EMU locals arrived there
around the same time and
passengers rushed to the plat-
forms to board the trains,
South Eastern Railway
spokesman Sanjay Ghosh said.

“Two persons died in the
stampede,” said Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee.

Detailed report on P6
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Tuesday filed a prosecution
complaint (chargesheet) in a
�8,100 crore money laundering
case against Sterling Biotech
Ltd (SBL) Group, which has
been accused of  defrauding
Indian banks in the country
and their branches abroad. 

The ED investigation
revealed that main promoters
of Sterling Group Nitin
Sandesara and Chetan
Sandesara, Dipti Sandesara and

others hatched a criminal con-
spiracy to cheat banks. “They
manipulated figures in the bal-
ance sheets of their flagship
companies and induced banks
to sanction higher loans. After
obtaining loans, they diverted
the loans funds to non-man-
dated purposes through a web
of shell companies,” the ED said
in a statement.

The �8,100 crore loans
were diverted, layered and
laundered by the promoters for
their personal purposes. The
case against SBL Group was
registered in August 2017. 

The prosecution complaint
has been filed against 191
accused entities/persons,
including seven individuals
and 184 companies. The
accused entities, include flag-

ship companies of the group
like Sterling Biotech Limited,
PMT Machines Limited,
Sterling SEZ and Infra Limited,
Sterling Port Limited, Sterling
Oil Resources Limited and 179
Shell Companies. 

The chargehseeted indi-
viduals include Nitin Sandesara
and Chetan Sandesara, Dipti
Sandesara, Rajbhushan Dixit,
Hitesh Patel, their Chartered
Accountant Hemant Hathi and
middlemen Gagan Dhawan. 

“To fulfil their criminal
motive of defrauding banks, the
promoters devised a multi lay-
ered strategy of cheating
whereby they not only cheated
banks but also cheated revenue
department as well as the
shareholders. 

Continued on Page 4
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The State Government has
decided to cover women

and Divyangs belonging to
unreserved category under the
quota meant for jobs and edu-
cational purposes. As per the
norms set for horizontal reser-
vation the sections would be
provided with five and four per
cent quota, respectively.

Informing about the deci-
sion taken by the Cabinet on
Tuesday, Home Secretary SKG
Rahate said that the provision
was in place under a resolution.
“The Cabinet assented to the
proposal providing five per
cent reservation to women and
four per cent to Divyangs com-
ing from general category. The
reservation would be given

within the 50 per cent unre-
served seats arising in any
vacancy etc,” said Rahate.
Notably similar provisions are
already in place into the
reserved categories.

This apart the Cabinet also
set the norms to recover addi-
tional payments done to any
Government employee due to
faulty pay fixation during the
service. The decision has been
taken in the light of a recent
Supreme Court order given in
this regard. Matters coming
would be handled on individual

basis varying from case to case.
“The Cabinet also sanc-

tioned grant of Rs 103.31 crore
for the infrastructure facilities
such as road, power, water sup-
ply for the Core Capital Area
coming up at HEC. In another
important decision the Cabinet
decided to regularise eight per-
sons working on contractual
basis at Jharkhand Bhawan at
New Delhi in the wake of the
Jharkhand High Court order,”
said Rahate. Similarly, nine
contractual staffs at District
Disaster Management

Department have been given
extension for one more year.

Also, decision to bring the
rules to register contactors with
Water Resources Department in
accordance with Road
Construction Department and
several others has been taken.
Amendments into appointment
rule of mining engineers have
also been done by revising the
minimum pass marks and few
others. At the same time dear-
ness allowance of the State
Government employees and
pensioners has been raised from
7 to 9 per cent which would put
additional financial burden in
the tune of �350 crore annually.

The Cabinet has also hand-
ed over job to setup and main-
tain Software Technology Park
of India center in Ranchi to
STPI under the Center on
nomination basis along with
the draft of the MoU to be
signed. The STPI would be
paid �50 lakh annually for five
years duration.
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Very few deputy inspector
generals (DIGs) of police

have found time, courage and
passion to write on naxalism
and how this affects and pol-
lutes the unsuspecting minds of
the youth.

Vipul Shukla DIG of
Palamu police range is differ-
ent.  He wrote a big piece on
this issue of naxalism and sent
a copy of it to the Pioneer man
here. Here is the extract of what
this DIG of police Shukla
meant to say in his write up.

Naxalism is a big internal
threat wrote the DIG  and even
to buttress his point that inter-
nal threat is far more danger-
ous for any nation he referred
to Chanakya’s most oft quoted
line that internal abettor of vio-
lence is like a ‘lurking snake.’

He went on to say further
that naxals cobbled together to
‘overthrow ‘the system of the
country by ‘violent means’ but
the fact is that naxals are now
most badly over thrown by the
security forces who have made
supreme sacrifices of their lives
in curbing, containing and

limiting naxalism in Jharkhand.
Shukla also got a list of

cops and officials slain fighting
naxalism from 2001 to 2018 (
till 21.10.18) in this Palamu
police range which comprises
3 districts Palamu, Garhwa
and Latehar. It showed his
pains and concerns for the
families of the slain police per-
sonnel.

According to Shukla’s list
covering 2001 to 2018,  25
police personnel were slain in
Latehar district, 7 in Garhwa
district  and 26 in Palamu.

By his account extremism
was at a very low key in
Garhwa district in all these 17
years beginning 2001. 

This man in uniform
culling a point from history of
extremism wrote that Palamu
was the breeding ground of
naxalism, which took is birth
although in naxalbaree in 1960
in West Bengal but later its ten-
tacles got spread faster and
there came on the scene Red
corridor.

Author DIG appears to
have researched hard on nax-
alism here as he further went
on to write areas which
remained ‘deprived’ ( read

where development could not
reach) became the ‘recruiting
grounds’ for the Maoists.

He has not talked about
the problem of naxalism alone.
He has suggested ways and
means to curb it. He bats for
‘multi dimensional’  approach
to tackle this internal threat by
putting emphasis on develop-
ment with full security provi-
sions.

Two vital questions have
been asked by DIG. One is
“Why should we honour our
martyrs? and second how
should we honour them?  He
gave answers to both knowing
well that many will duck these
questions.

As for honouring martyrs
DIG reiterated a nation that
forgets its martyrs languishes
and naming any road after the
martyr’s name or setting up
statue of the martyrs is quite a
temporal attitude as the real
honour to a martyr is inculcate
his chivalry and heroism and
rise to serve the nation with
great will and determination.

Like all soldiers this DIG
holds the view police are the
first line of defense and it be
well taken care of.
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Union Minister of State for
HRD Upendra Kushwaha

has called for value based edu-
cation. Addressing a gathering
in the city, Kushwaha stressed
upon the need of value educa-
tion and building life skills in
a university. He gave examples
of how IAS officers too have
committed suicide and other
related incidents he said that
education is more about build-
ing character and personality
and not just about just receiv-
ing degrees and jobs.

Earlier on Tuesday, the
Minister inaugurated the sec-
ond private university of
Kolhan region- East
Singhbhum, Seraikela-
Kharswan and West
Singhbhum after Arka Jain
University at Pokhari on the
outskirts of Jamshedpur.

"We need to develop skills
among youths so that they can
face challenges of life. It is real-
ly sad to see how even the top
Indian universities cannot
secure a good rank in global
rankings. The need is to con-
centrate more on research and
stress on value education. We
gave the world universities
like Vikramshila and Nalanda

and I hope with our efforts, we
will make place in global rank-
ings soon," said Kushwaha.

The Netaji  Subhas

University (NSU) which was
earlier Netaji Subhas Institute
of Business Management
(NSIBM) was inaugurated by

union minister of state for
HRD Upendra Kushwaha at its
Pokhari campus.

Former director of state

higher education, Abu Imran,
Jamshedpur MP Bidyut Baran
Mahato, Potka MLA Menka
Sardar, Kolhan University vice
chancellor Shukla Mahanty,
city SP Prabhat Kumar; chan-
cellor of NSU Madan Mohan
Singh and other dignitaries.

The university already
has a seven acre land at present
and have already identified
nearby 16 acres for the uni-
versity. The university starting
2018-19 session kicked off
with MBA, BBA with 280 stu-
dents in MBA, BBA, BCA and
hotel management. The num-
ber of faculty members is 25.

An official of the univer-
sity said most of the students
after completion of their edu-
cation settle in other States
thus leaving their home place
to struggle with exodus of
human resource too. Crisis of
qualified teachers in colleges,
delayed academic sessions and
inadequate infrastructure for
higher studies have led the stu-
dents migrate to other cities.

“We cannot deny that
exodus of the students to other
metro cities for better educa-
tion facilities. We want to
curb the migration by provid-
ing better courses,” said an
official.
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He served as the Chief
Minister of Jharkhand for

the maximum time and is one
of the stalwart leaders of the
BJP. Now he has turned as star-
campaigner for the candidates
in fray for Chhattisgarh elec-
tions.

Munda went to
Dantewada today and went to
the Deputy Commissioner's
office to during nomination of
candidate Bhima Mandvi. The
party's candidate along with
Munda participated in padh
yatra. Before start of the cam-
paign he went to Maa
Danteshwari temple.

In his own style, he is
talking to the voters in their
local language. His reach has
expanded. The idea behind the
campaign is to woo the voters,
which can play a significant
role in party's victory.

The party’s star cam-
paigners list includes 40 names,
including Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, BJP President
Amit Shah. In addition to the
Union Ministers, veteran lead-
ers in the list are Chief
Ministers of BJP-ruled states.
List also includes Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley, Uma
Bharti, Smriti Irani, Sushma
Swaraj, Dharmendra Pradhan,
Yogi Adityanath, Hema Malini.

Apart from this, leaders like
Bihar MP Hukumdev Narayan
Yadav, Arjun Munda and
Manoj Tiwari have also been
given place in this list.

There are 29 Scheduled
Tribes seats for the 90-member
assembly. Elections will be
held in two phases in
Chhattisgarh on November 12
and 20, while counting will
take place on December 11. In
2013, the BJP got 49 seats,
Congress 3, BSP 1 and others
got one seat. Under the lead-
ership of Raman Singh, BJP
formed the government for the
third consecutive term by
defeating Congress in the last
elections. 
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Birla Institute of Technology,
Mesra, a premier name in

the field of education for more
than 60 years introduces
HACK-A-BIT for all pro-
grammers and geeks involved
in software development to
collaborate intensively on soft-
ware projects. The first ever
hackathon, Hack-A-BIT is
scheduled from 26th to 28th
October, 2018.

According to a press
release issued by the organiz-
ers a total of 54 teams from
more than 20 colleges have
been selected for the on-site
round from an initial 413 teams
(1200 + participants).The
teams were selected after three
rounds of online screening
based on the ideas submitted,
its novelty, its importance in the
present world and the CV of
the members of the participat-
ing teams, the release said.

The final project that will
be developed within 36 hours
by the teams in the Grand
Finale will be judged by a
panel of highly skilled indi-
viduals. The 5 judges for the
finals inclue Durga Raju,
founder of ITVersity LLC,
through which he has trained
thousands of students in big
data and related tools like
Hadoop and Spark. He trained
himself in the fields of database
and big data which enabled

him to move through an array
of roles in those domains,
including a stint at IBM as a
database architect. He has had
14 years of IT experience for
clients like IBM, Walmart, Citi,
AT&T and ERCOT, and also
specialises in Application
Development, Big Data, Cloud
and DevOps, and Data
Warehousing.

The second judge is
Kaushik MLN who is current-
ly the Head of Engineering at
ITVersity, a digital learning
platform created by none other
than our first panelist, Mr.
Gadiraju. He is the co-founder
of Zup, a Digital Payments
startup, and Z2P, which is a
mobile based P2P lending
startup. He is also the co-
founder of RuddBuddy. Mr.
Kaushik specialises in Web
and Mobile Application
Development and Big Data.

The third panelist is
Pratyush Agarwal who is the
co-founder of CodeAsylums,
which aims to help students
crack technical interviews and
help them develop products
using latest technologies and
practices in the software indus-
try. He is an experienced free-
lancer and has also worked in
companies like DE Shaw. He
specialises in the domain of
BigData, Blockchain and
FinTech, which will surely help
the participants trying to
deploy their projects using

these technologies.
Kushagra Singh and

Abhishek from InfoTech Hub
complete the judging panel as
fourth and fifty judges. With
good experience of hackathons
and a great knowledge about
the current technical advance-
ments in the world, the two
surely add a great amount of
experience in the judging
panel.

To put in place a consider-
able sum of prizes and incen-
tives as part of the hackathon,
it has rewards in store for all its
entrants, the release said.

The team securing the top
notch spot in this technical
extravaganza, has been allo-
cated a whooping cash prize of
INR 25,000, while the 1st and
2nd runners-up will receive
cash prizes of INR 15,000 and
INR 10,000 respectively, along
with goodies from team
HACK-A-BIT which include
wireless headphones, fitness
bands, power banks and pen-
drives.

The winners will also
receive goodies from Ubisoft,
Zebronics and TopCoder.

Every contender qualifying
for the Finale will receive Free
credits from Digital Oceans,
while the top 15 teams will get
premium coupons from
Jetbrains and Balsamiq. To add
on to it, Zebronics will be pro-
viding goodies worth INR
10,000 and $1,000 credits will

be presented by Bugsee.
The best hack on ‘.tech

domains’ will receive $150 cash
while the best bot using Zulip
API will get $100 cash. Also,
the best app on Hasura
Graphql Engine will be pre-
sented with Amazon Gift
Coupons worth INR 5,000.

Having a hand in creating
a usable software to generate a
functioning product, purveys
the participants to win online
credits and Cloud facilities
worth $20,000 and $15,000
respectively.

Amazon Web Credits
worth $10,000 will be provid-
ed to the top 50 teams, while
Winkies will be presenting gift
hampers to the participants.

This 36 hours long
hackathon holds out ‘Swag
Bags’, comprising of official
HACK-A-BIT t-shirts, stickers,
bands and laptop skin for all
the contenders

A separate cash prize of
INR 5,000 will be awarded to
the best all-girls team and to
the team with the best hard-
ware hack. Cash prizes will also
be rewarded to the teams who
solve the ‘Hoolah’ challenge.

With a total of 54 teams
from more than 20 colleges
competing for cash prizes and
goodies, this technical activity
is all set to come up with novel
ideas that stand out and possi-
bly, can disrupt current indus-
try standards, the release said.
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National President of
Jharkhand Disom Party (

JDP) And Adivasi Sengal
Abhiyan  Salkhan Murmu has
demanded grant of status of ST
to tribal of Jharkhand living in
Assam and Andaman –
Nicobar islands.

In a press release Murmu
has listed 9 more demands. It
reads that Adani Power plant
has forcibly acquired land at
Godda and Godda is soon on
the path of becoming Singur of
West Bengal. His party would
oppose this.

The CNT in Jharkhand is
to be protected from all such
forces which want to make dent
into it he urged. Murmu  has
urged for inclusion of Santhali,
Mundari, Kuruk, Ho, Khariya,
Bhumij languages in the acad-
emic curriculum. Murmu is all
out for recoginition of Sarna
dharma code and a clear cut
policy on adivasi and mool vasi
in Jharkhand. Legitimate rein-
duction of domicile policy in
Jharkhand is the high point of
Murmu’s party. Murmu has
batted for effective implemen-
tation of SC/ST prevention of
atrocities act in Jharkhand.

He has stated in his press
release that on November 27
tribal dominated districts
falling in states namely
Jharkhand, Bengal, Odisha,
Assam and bihar will observe
a peaceful sit in for fulfillment
of the demands of the tribal
community across these states
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Two motorcyclists were
killed after being hit by a
speeding tanker  on Bokaro-
Ramgrah NH-23 near
Barkabone mobile tower on
Tuesday around 2 am.  The
deceased were identified as
Devraj Sharma, 19,and Abhay
Kumar,20, both the resident of
Dumka district . 

The two were hit by a
speeding tanker from behind.
The accident happened around
2 am. Police said the two vic-
tims were friends and were
going towards Ranchi when
they met with the road acci-
dent.

Sources said some locals,
who were crossing from the
same highway, informed the
police about the accident. The

helmet of the motorcycle dri-
ver was broken.

However, the bodies kept
lying on the main road for
more than two hour and these
were lifted only when cops

from Jaridih police station
rushed to the spot. The victims
were taken to private Hospital,
where doctors declared both of
them brought dead.

The bodies were trans-
ported from the accident spot
to the local Hospital,
Jainamor,Bokaro in a private
vehicle.

Sources said that the both
youths who were coming from
Dumka on their motorbike
(JH 04 P -1069) and on way to
Ranchi for appearing in railway
examination to be held on
Tuesday. 

The bodies later have been
handed over to their family
members,who came from
Dumka this afternoon after
getting a postmortem exami-
nation, said Inspector,Rajesh
Kumar.
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The State of Jharkhand that
had already achieved a

prominent position in pro-
duction, supply of fishes to
other States and has also
attained a self sufficient status
in fulfilling the State’s require-
ment in fish production, may
soon use its prominent water
reservoirs for expanding and
promoting ‘Pisciculture’— the
technique of raising fish com-
mercially in tanks or enclo-
sures.

Fish farming linked with
the endurance of several com-
munities here, the State’s
biggest Urban Local Body
(ULB) – Ranchi Municipal
Corporation (RMC) is plan-
ning to utilize the water bod-
ies currently undergoing the
process of restoration for
endorsing ‘Pisciculture’ in a
more elaborate way.

Considering twin benefits
which include creating
employment for rural populace
and for maintaining cleanliness
in and around the restored
ponds managed by the

Municipal Corporation, the
Civic Body is preparing a blue-
print considering the size of
ponds, locality, population and
other factors for setting up fish
cages inside the selected ponds.

“RMC is planning to start
fish farming, the much
applauded initiative of the
State government at a few

ponds that are getting
revamped. Once the restora-
tion task of the listed ponds get
complete, RMC will shortlist
over five ponds out of 15 water
bodies that have been selected
for restoration for starting
‘Pisciculture’ there,” said RMC
Mayor Asha Lakra.

“At present, the plan is at a

nascent stage, however, con-
sidering the deadline of the
completion of the ponds beau-
tification project, the drafting
of the proposal is likely to be
begin soon under the guidance
of experts. Since, the State had
recently registered a significant
rise in fish production and dis-
tribution; no additional ameni-

ties will be required to start the
project. An individual or
organisations which get the
charge of a particular pond for
fish farming will have the addi-
tional responsibility of manag-
ing it,” the Mayor further
added.

As many as 15 major and
minor water bodies located
within the municipal periphery
are being restored with all
basic civic facilities. From
Ranchi Lake aka Bada Talab -
- located at the base of the land-
mark Ranchi Hill, the 53-acre
man-made lake -- 2,100 feet
above sea level which is being
restored at a whopping cost of
Rs. 14 crore to Line Tank Pond
beautification work, the Civic
Body is spending hefty sum in
giving a complete makeover to
the water reservoirs. 

The beautification project
rolled out at a cost of Rs. 3.35
crore from Chutia Pond two
years back covering both major
and minor ponds for revamp-
ing and de-silting the water
bodies also includes making
boundary walls around the
ponds, constructing pathways,

planting saplings and mount-
ing up lights alongside the
dew ponds. 

In the first phase, the civic
guardians’ initiated the task of
giving a facelift to the water
reservoirs that includes --
ponds in Madhukam,
Morhabadi (Divyayan Pond),
Hatma Basti, Teter Toli, Tunki
Toli, Bariatu (Joda Talaab),
Devi Mandap Road in Hesal,
Kadru (behind Hajj House),
Hindpiri (Chota Talaab),
Dhumsatoli in Chutia and
Banas Talaab at a total sum of
Rs. 14,59,63,800. A separate
project was planned and con-
ceived for cleaning and
revamping Ranchi Lake.

According to the Mayor,
several ponds which were left
out from the beautification
project were earmarked for
restoration in the second phase.
He added, “The idea is not just
to beautify water bodies in sig-
nificant number but to also
generate employment through
introducing facilities that gen-
erates employment and has a
commercial value considering
the livelihood of the poor.”
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Chief Justice of Chhattisgarh
High Court Ajay Kumar

Tripathi believes that too much
consumerism is giving birth to
various kinds of crime, com-
pelling people to live the life
beyond their needs.

Justice Tripathi, who had
been sworn as the Chief Justice
of Chhattisgarh High Court on
July 7 this year, happens to be
“son of the soil”, born and
brought up in Bokaro and in
the city to spent his Durga Puja
vacations. 

In a chat with The Pioneer,
Justice Tripathi said that peo-
ple’s rising thirst for con-
sumerism has given birth to
corruption. “Failed consumers
will lie, cheat and steal to gain
the trappings of success so
that they can be regarded as
normal,” he pointed out.

“Corruption now becomes
the profession. Risk-taking
appetite is increasing among
the people which is destroying
our society,” he said, adding “It
needs to be rooted out imme-
diately.”

“During early days it was
different, no one got mugged,
perhaps because they did not
have anything worth taking.
But now in the present gener-
ation, people become calculat-

ing rather than law-abiding in
their overwhelming desire to be
normal and for that, they take
a wrong path due to their ram-
pant egoism of consumerism,
where enough is never
enough,” said the CJ.

“And precisely because of
its competitive nature, con-
sumer-driven crime cannot be
switched off through tougher
laws,” he added. “Today, it is the
need to change the thinking of
common people.”

“We all have to build a
strong society with a sympa-
thetic thinking and people will
have to develop a tendency to
comply with the law and not to
violate it.”

An alumnus of St. Xavier
School, Bokaro, he said,
“Judicial system can also play
a vital role but it needs quality
people (in judiciaries) and
quick delivery of judgment.”

He was elevated as an
Additional Judge of Patna High
Court on October 9, 2006 and
took oath as a Permanent Judge
of the High Court on
November 21, 2007.

Admitting the utmost need
to strengthen the legal services
in the tribal areas, especially in
the bordering areas of
Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh
i.e. Ambikapur, Latehar,
Palamu and others, the CJ

said, “I have joined recently in
Chhattisgarh and yet to visit
those areas, but will take a nec-
essary step after going through
the official process.”

“Access to legal services
continues to be a challenge for
the tribal population especial-
ly residing in remote areas due
to geographical, resource and
infrastructure constraints,” he
added.

The problem has been
compounded by the failure of
mainstream legal-aid services,
particularly for the margin-
alised sections. Marginalised
communities, especially rural
and tribal population; senior
citizens; persons with low
income; persons with disabili-
ties; victims of drug abuse,
human trafficking; prison
inmates- the rightful recipients

of legal aid- are unable to avail
it.

“To be able to deliver
appropriate legal services to the
rural and tribal communities,
we need an alternative delivery
system with a different model
of legal service providers,” he
said.

Prior to his elevation,
Justice Tripathi had held the
office of Standing Counsel for
the Union of India and the
Income Tax Department. He
appeared as a special counsel
for the CBI and the Auditor
and Comptroller General of
India. He also represented
many Public Sector
Undertakings. He has appeared
in many important cases of the
day which made headlines at
the state and national level.

He is presently a member
of the General and Academic
Council of the University.
Justice Tripathi is also a mem-
ber of General Council of
National Law School
Bangaluru.

He was in the Board of
Directors of the Bihar Judicial
Academy and Chairman of
Bihar State Legal Service
Authority when tele-law ser-
vices were launched in the
state of Bihar, which happened
to be the 2nd State to do so in
the country.
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In  a bid to carry forward the
thoughts and ideologies of

‘Father of the Nation’, the
Minister of Art, Culture and
Youth Affairs, Amar Bauri
along with Vikash Bharti
Secretary, Ashok Bhagat inau-
gurated the State-of-the-Art
Gandhi Centre established
inside Jharkhand State Khadi
and Village Industries Board
office here on Tuesday.

As a mark of tribute to
Mahatma Gandhi, the Minister
said, “On the 150th birth
anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi, quite a number of
programmes are being organ-
ised across the nation, howev-
er, in the first of its kind
attempt, at the Gandhi Centre
besides carrying out the regu-
lar activities here will be pri-
marily used for giving training
to the women artisans.”

Bauri further added that
the vision of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has helped in
reviving one of the most expen-

sive fabrics called Khadi that
has historic, emotional and
commercial value. “It is only
due to the efforts of the present
government that the Khadi
and Khadi apparels have
become a household name.
The scenario today is that even
the younger generation that
was unfamiliar about the Khadi
has made the rich fabric their
style statement. Khadi has left
its impact on foreign nations as
well,” Bauri added.

The dignitaries appreciat-
ed the role of the State Khadi

and Village Industries Board in
linking the women artisans in
quite a number with different
cottage industry projects.
Meanwhile, Vikash Bharti
Secretary, Ashok Bhagat said
that the vision of the Prime
Minister and State govern-
ment’s initiatives have given a
thrust to the Khadi move-
ment.

“The status of Khadi today
is such that it is capable of gen-
erating employment in suffi-
cient number making it a
prominent place in apparel

sector. The efforts of Centre
and State have worked in shap-
ing the lives of several women
residing in rural pockets. In this
era, promotion of Khadi and
other indigenous goods will not
just boost the revenue but will
also open the door of oppor-
tunities for the marginalised
class,” Bhagat further added.
Furthermore, State Khadi
Board Chairperson, Sanjay
Seth present on the occasion
said that with a mission to pro-
mote women artisans, the cen-
tre has been inaugurated.
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The Jharkhand Industrial
Area Development

Authority (JIADA) approved
the proposal to setup two new
industrial areas located at the
vicinity of capital Ranchi. The
industrial areas are proposed to
come at Sodha of Namkum
and Patratu of Ramgarh.

JIADA meeting chaired by
Chief Minister Raghubar Das
on Tuesday allocated 210 acres
of land at Sodha and 222 acres
at Patratu for that purpose.
“The industrial areas would
cater the needs of entrepre-
neurs of Ranchi and around
since we were getting demands
from them for a fairly long
period of time. This apart the
JIADA Board of Directors also
decided to allocate land for
developing leather Footwear
Park at Dhabad and IT parks
besides few others,” said a
senior official present in the
meeting.

The Chief Minister
addressing the Board told the
Authority to improve infra-
structure facilities in industri-
al areas which are already exit-
ing in different parts of the
State.

“The State Government is
providing all sorts of facilities
to investors and entrepreneurs.

JIADA should work hard in
building conducive atmosphere
in the State so that more and
more investors can come,” said
the CM.      

He at the same time also
indicated the authority to work
for greenery, plantation and
improving basic facilities like
road, drainage etc which are
directly concerning to the peo-
ple. The CM also suggested that
facilities for the investors
should be developed where
they actually want.

Besides the Chief Minister,
Additional Chief Secretary
(Finance) Sukhdeo Singh,
Principal Secretary to the CM
Sunil Kumar Barnwal, Revenue
and Road Construction
Secretary KK Soan, Industry
Secretary Vinay Kumar
Chaubey, JIADA Secretary
Sunil Singh and other Board
members were present in the
meeting.
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Even as it should be priority
of the government to pun-

ish the guilty and tainted offi-
cers, in Jharkhand such officials
seem to get open support from
the government, said former
chief minister and Jharkhand
Vikas Morcha (Prajatantrik)
Babulal Marandi.

He pointed that state gov-
ernment did not flet the need
to take action against three top
officials including the former
Chief secretary Raj Bala Verma,
DGP and the ADG when they
were accused of irregularities.
On the contrary the govern-
ment was trying to protect
these officials, he said.

Marandi alleged that gov-
ernment only took token action
the officials when other agen-
cies including High Court and
the Election Commission
passed strict directives.

He said he government
has not taken action against
senior officials on its own
adding that a few of its actions
were partial.

He said Bakoria case is lat-
est case in the point which has
exposed the real face of the
police. The DGP himself is sur-
rounded by controversy in the
case.

He asked what action was
taken by the CM who is hold-
ing home department when
ADG ranked officers had stat-
ed that he was being pressur-
ized to go slow in the investi-
gation of the case.

He said that putting up
hindrance in a case is also a
crime adding a former CM of
Bihar has been imprisoned in
this regard.

Similarly the state govern-
ment took nominal action
against ADG Anurag Gupta
when election commission
took passed orders in connec-
tion with the Rajya Sabha elec-
tions.

Marandi stated state’s gov-
ernment favours on former
CS Raj Bala Verma is also
known to all as she was getting
protected even after allega-
tions against her in the fodder
scam case.
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Dowry claimed yet another
life when a woman was

allegedly poisoned to death by
her husband and parents in-
laws in Barwadih mohalla of
Giridih town on Monday.

The deceased woman’s
father, in an FIR lodged with
Dewari police station on
Tuesday, said that ever since he
married his daughter, Puja
Devi(24) to Ajay Singh, in
2014, his daughter never led a
peaceful and happy married life
as she was perennially harassed
and tormented for dowry by
her husband and his parents.

Recently, the husband
asked his daughter, Puja, to put
pressure on him for a motor-
bike. But, after they obliged
them by buying the motorcy-
cle, their demands remained
unfulfilled, and her husband
asked Puja to force her parents
to cough up money, police
said. On the fateful day, Puja’s
husband and his parents pre-

vented her from going to her
father’s house to attend a func-
tion, unless they were given an
additional dowry. Late in the
night, she was allegedly poi-
soned to death.

Dewari O/C Uttam
Upadhaya told The Pioneer on
Tuesday evening that Ajay
Singh, his father, and mother
have been absconding since
Tuesday for allegedly poisoning
Puja to death.
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Like every year, CCL is
observing Vigilance

Awareness Week from 29th
October to 3rd November,
2018. Under the guidance of
CVO CCL A K Srivastava and
Vigilance department under
the leadership of GM
(Vigilance) S K Singh, taking
an early lead, Vigilance
Awareness Programme was
organized today at CCL
Gandhinagar to create aware-
ness among the citizens par-
ticularly youths against cor-
ruption, to motivate and
encourage them to actively
participate in creating corrup-
tion-free India.

According to a CCL press
release, the theme of the
Vigilance Awareness Week this

year is 'Eradicate Corruption-
Build a New India'. Vigilance
department will be organizing
various activities to reflect the
said theme so that ethical val-
ues are ingrained permanent-
ly in the minds of the younger
generation.

In the process of creating
awareness in different corners
of the society, CCL Vigilance
Deptt team reached students of
DAV Gandhinagar schools of
Ranchi today. CCL Vigilance
team comprising U K Sinha,
CM (E&M), Swayam Prakash,
Sr. Manager (Pers), P Maity, Sr.
Manager (Mining) conducted
elocution and painting com-
petition among the students on
the topic 'Eradicate
Corruption-Build a New
India', which is also the theme
of this year’s Vigilance

Awareness Week.
There was active partici-

pation in the drawing/painting
competition, 45 participants
took part in the competition.
In the elocution, 12 partici-
pants delivered their views in
the presence of judges, teach-
ers and students from class V
to XI.  

Elocution - First: Nandini
Class XII and Jyoti Class XII
Second: Shloak Vatsal IX, Saina
Class XI and Sunita Pathak
Class X, Painting - First Bhavya
Upadhayaya, Class XII
Second: Ananya Class X,
Third:  Komal.

In addition, two students
Priya, Class XI and Annie,
Class XI were presented with
a consolation prize award in
the painting competition., the
release said.
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With the change in climate
dengue fever has again

started to spread its wings in
Bokaro. At present three sus-
pected patients are admitted in
the isolation ward at Bokaro
General Hospital (BGH) and
kept under observation,
informed AK Poddar, district
Malaria officer.

Few days  earlier one case
of dengue fever was traced at
Ranipokar and tested positive.
Presently three more suspect-
ed cases form Ranipokar and
one Anita Kumar (24) a resi-
dent of Sector 12 were admit-
ted at the hospital and now
under observation, he said.

“Blood samples of all sus-
pected cases have been col-
lected yesterday and sent for
further test,” added Poddar.

The district health depart-
ment issued an alert, closely
monitoring the areas from
where the fever was reported
and found the factors leading
the spurt in the mosquito-
borne disease. Precautionary
measures are being taken to
control dengue. Soon we will

send our teams for fogging and
to conduct surveys in the city
as well as villages, he said.

“We have sought public
support in controlling the men-
ace of vector-borne diseases and
also sent a letter to the civic body
for participating in the campaign
to fight against it,” he added.

“Generally, people use
mosquito repellents at night.
But due to changes in climatic
conditions, they must use them
during the day as the Aedes
mosquito bites in the daytime
too,” said a medical expert.

Dengue fever (DF) is a viral
disease transmitted by infect-
ed mosquitoes. DF causes
severe, flu-like symptoms with
high fever and extreme muscle
and joint pain. Dengue hem-
orrhagic fever (DHF) and
dengue shock syndrome (DSS)
are less common but more
severe forms of the disease.

DHF or DSS initially pre-
sent with very similar symp-
toms to DF. The disease then
progresses to a stage where the
blood vessels become perme-
able causing a breakdown of the
circulatory system, fluid loss,
and possibly death, he said.
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New commissioner of North
Chotanagpur, Surendra

Kumar saidofficers are
accountable to government as
well as society too. 

He saiddemand of the time
is that officers should be very
sensitive towards

people's problem ensuring
speedy disposal.  He said he
had worked onvarious posts
before joining here and so
having enough experience
intaking up this new chal-
lenge. 

Kumar joined on Oct.15
but today hestarted working.

Talking to The Pioneer,
Kumar said he originally
belonged to Palamaudistrict
and came in service in 1984
getting first responsibility as

circle officer of Lohardaga.
He said he was SDO Chatra as
well asdeputy commissioner
Jamtara beside holding post of
secretary invarious depart-
ments of the state government.

I will use my experience-
to work on this key post, added
he.

Kumar admitted that lands
grabbed through fake hukum-
namas but now thispractice
came to an end due to govern-
ment introducing online sys-
tem inland sale and purchase.
He said now everything relat-
ed to land is inpublic portal and
so no way to commit anything
wrong.

According to him, he will
understand the problems of
areas under hisjurisdiction so
as to discharge his duties in
more effective way. 

Hesaid as government
sending officers to various dis-
tricts as itsrepresentative, it is
their duty to give the best for
welfare ofsociety. 

He said he will remain
available for people always and
incaseany problem they can
come and meet him without
any hesitation.” I will tryto
solve their issues in best possi-
ble way,” added.
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The popularity for sport
climbing is reaching new

heights in the Steel City as more
number of children are busy
enrolling in the Sport Climbing
facility at JRD Tata sports com-
plex to hone their skills.

Tata Steel Adventure
Foundation (TSAF) has
installed the facility of climbing
at its premises in Tata sports
complex. The foundation also
organises a summer camp for
the children for hone their
skills. 

"Several rural children
from outside Jamshedpur are
learning the ropes. Some have
also represented Jharkhand in
national competitions," a TSAF
official said.

Hemant Gupta, alumni of
IIT Bombay and Manager,
Adventure Programmes, Tata
Steel took it upon himself to
see that the Sport Climbing
activity became a popular
event in Jharkhand. 

He said that Jamshedpur is
one of the few cities in India to
boast a sport climbing facility.
Apart from Bangalore and
Pune, the steel city is the only
city in East India to have such
facility. Besides courage and
strength, the sport requires
foresight, planning, determi-
nation and skill. It provides
both fun and adventure to
people of all ages. It is great for
stimulating children’s creativ-
ity and will provide them with
a unique learning experience.

“ Sport Climbing is a com-
paratively new and exhilarating
addition to mountaineering,
which has now attracted a huge
following all over the world as

well as in India. Since natural
rock faces are not always acces-
sible due to factors like dis-
tances and weather conditions
there was a long felt need for an
artificial climbing surface which
would stimulate natural rock
feature and provides routes for
varying degree of difficulty to
improve climbing abilities to
easily accessible and safe loca-
tions,” noted Gupta.

The first artificial climbing
wall was constructed in Delhi
during  early nineties which was
sponsored by the house of
Tatas. The wall was known as
the ‘Tata Rock Wall’.  It then
spread over in different parts of
the country. 

Keeping in view the facili-
ty available at Tata Sports
Complex  and its potential, a
full time Sport Climbing
Instructor was appointed in
2015.  Bibhas Roy a National
Climber himself made a prop-

er curricula for providing train-
ing and converted the facility
atTata Sports Complex into a
Sport Climbing Training
Centre enabling people to
become members and practice
regularly and in a structured
way.

In time some good
climbers made it  through the
zonals and played at Nationals.
Talim Ansari became the first
boy from Jharkhand to grab sil-
ver medal at the National Sport
Climbing Championship in
2015.

“ We have over 25 children
who are passionate about Sport
Climbing and come every day
to train. Their entire coaching
and equipment expenses are
taken care of by TSAF. This year
Talim Ansari, was selected to
represent India at the Asian
Youth Sport Climbing champi-
onship held in Tehran,” noted
an official.
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Taking the cause-which saw
the noted environmentalist

Swami Gyan Swaroop Sanand
sacrificing his life-forward, a
Matri Sadan ascetic
Brahmchari Atmabodhanand
has written a four-page letter to
the Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, stating that he would
start his fast unto death from
October 24. In the letter, he
demanded immediate and
complete ban on mining in
Ganga riverbed in Kumbh
Nagar Haridwar and scrap-
ping of all hydro-power pro-
jects operating on Ganga and
its tributaries. 

The copy of the letter has
been sent to many others,
including the Union Transport
Minister Nitin Gadkari, Union
Minister for drinking water
Uma Bharti, MP from
Haridwar Ramesh Pokhriyal
‘Nishank’ and RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat.

Addressing the media per-
sons at Matri Sadan ashram in

Jagjeetpur on Tuesday,
Brahmchari Atmabodhanand
said, “We have categorically
told the PM in the letter that
Matri Sadan would continue
the crusade undertaken by
Swami Sanand. We would not
allow his sacrifice to go in
vain.”

The founder of Matri
Sadan Swami Shivanand said
that they were shocked to be
informed that the Government
had not acted on the fast of
Sanand because it was ‘ek admi

ki jidd’ (stubbornness of one
man) according to it. “Nothing
can be more unfortunate in a
democracy than this noncha-
lance on the part of the
Government,” he said.  

Notably, Atmabodhanand
had started a fast on October
30 last year with a seven-point
charter of demands which
included steps to make the
stone crushers to comply with
the norms laid down by the
Central Pollution Control
Board. 
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To boost cooperation in
water conservation and

management as well as agri-
cultural research and educa-
tion, Punjab Government on
Tuesday signed four
Memorandums of
Understandings (MoUs) with
Israel.

The MoUs were signed in
the presence of the Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh on the second day of his
Israel visit, which is aimed at
strengthening collaboration
between the two sides in the
key areas of agriculture, water
management and homeland
security.

The Chief Minister said
that the MoUs would help
Punjab secure the much-need-
ed technical expertise and
knowhow for strengthening
its water management systems
and improving its agricultural
research and learning.

The MoU on water man-
agement was signed between
Punjab Water Resources
Management and
Development Corporation and

Israel’s national water compa-
ny, Mekorot Development and
Enterprise Limited.

Under the MoU, Mekorot
will formulate a water conser-
vation and management plan
for Punjab, and will recom-
mend use of appropriate tech-

nology, detailed project reports
etc.

The basic data shall be
provided by the Punjab Water
Resources Management and
Development Corporation,
with the two parties to decide
on any additional data that
might need to be collected, or
any studies that might be
required to be carried out. The
plan will be finalized within
two months, unless the parties
agree to an extension.

Besides, a joint working
group, comprising an equal
number of members from each
of the parties, shall be formed
within three weeks of the MoU
to monitor the process of exe-
cution of the plan, which has
been necessitated due to the
water crisis faced by Punjab as
a result of overexploitation of
groundwater resources.

The three MoUs, relating
to agricultural research, have
been signed by the Punjab
Agricultural University with
Israel’s ARAVA Institute, Tel
Aviv University (TAU) and
Galilee International
Management Institute.
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From Page 1
“On Diwali days or on any

other festivals like Gurpurab,
etc, when such fireworks gen-
erally take place, it would strict-
ly be from 8 pm till 10 pm only.
On Christmas even and New
Year eve, when such fireworks
start around midnight, i.E. 12
am, it would be from 11:55 pm
till 12:30 am only,” the court
said.

With regard to communi-
ty fire-cracking in Delhi-NCR,
the court said the Centre and
state governments of NCR
should pre-identify particular
area/fields and the exercise
should be completed within a
week so that public at large is
informed about the designated
places one week before Diwali. 

“The areas designated now
for the purpose of Diwali shall
be valid for community fire-
cracking on other
occasions/festivals as well, as
mentioned. Even for marriages
and other occasions, sale of
improved crackers and green
crackers is only permitted,” it
said, while asking other states
to explore the feasibility for
community firecracking.

From Page 1
Asthana’s counsel said

DoPT’s sanction is required to
proceed against the officers
and no permission was sought
from the department.

When the court asked
whether there was any bar on
registration of FIR, Sharan said
any investigation done without
permission is illegal and barred.

Senior advocate Dayan
Krishnan, who appeared for
Kumar, also sought quashing of
the FIR against the officer.

CBI’s counsel said the FIR
was registered under the pro-
visions of Prevention of
Corruption Act and the IPC,
including criminal conspiracy,
and they have added more sec-
tions against the accused relat-
ing to extortion and forgery.

When CBI counsel dished
out an outlandish remark that
if there is pest in wood, the
wood becomes useless, the
judge interjected and asked
the advocate not to make such
statements in court.

The counsel said it was a
bribery case and the probe
was at a primitive stage. “In a
case of this nature, give us some
time, we will put everything on
record in a sealed cover,” he
said, adding that the matter
concerned an institution and
“we all are concerned with the
institution”. 

The court turned down
the plea of Asthana’s counsel

seeking to stay further pro-
ceedings in the matter.

“Nothing will happen.
Tomorrow is Maharshi
Valmiki’s birthday, kuch nahi
hoga (nothing will happen),”
the judge said and asked the
CBI not to “disturb the equi-
librium today”.

Asthana has also sought
direction to call records of the
case and other documents and
that no coercive action be
taken against him by the CBI.

Asthana moved the peti-
tion on Tuesday, hours after
Kumar approached the High
Court which agreed to give an
urgent hearing.

Both the petitions were
mentioned before Chief Justice
Rajendra Menon, who allocat-
ed the matter for hearing before
Justice Waziri.

The CBI had on Monday
arrested its DSP, Kumar, in con-
nection with bribery allegations
against Asthana.

Kumar, earlier the investi-
gating officer in a case involv-
ing meat exporter Moin
Qureshi, was arrested on the
allegations of falsification of
records of accused Sathish Sana
who had alleged to have paid
bribe to CBI Director Alok
Verma to get relief in the case.
Sana has now been made a
complainant by the CBI and
the agency registered the case
on the day the complaint
against Asthana was lodged.
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In a two-pronged diplomatic
and Army offensive, India on

Tuesday lodged a strong protest
with Pakistan over killing of
three Indian soldiers in
Sunderbani in Rajouri on
Sunday during a suspected
Border Action Team(BAT) raid
by Pakistani infiltrators. While
the External Affairs Ministry
summoned a senior official of
Pakistan High Commission
here to issue a demarche on the
matter, the weekly talks
between offices of Directors
General of Military
Operations(DGMO) saw the
Army lodging protest over the
killings despite the two coun-
tries deciding to maintain
peace on the Line of Control
(LoC) in May this year.

The Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA), in a statement,
said it also condemned in the
strongest terms such a provoca-
tive action by Pakistan, which
revealed the neighbouring
country’s complicity in aiding
and abetting terrorism and
exposed the hollowness of its
deceitful claims of promoting
a constructive engagement with

India and desire for peace.
The Pakistan High

Commission official was sum-
moned to the MEA and a
demarche was made, lodging a
strong protest over the loss of
lives of Indian soldiers during
the cross-border infiltration
bid by Pakistani terrorists in the
Sunderbani sector on October
21, the statement said.

“It was informed that two
Pakistani armed intruders have
been killed by the Indian secu-
rity forces during the ensuing
firefight and the government of
Pakistan should take custody of
the dead bodies of its nation-
als,” the MEA said.

Two heavily-armed

Pakistani intruders and three
Indian soldiers were killed in a
gunfight on Sunday after the
Army foiled the infiltration
bid along the LoC in the
Sunderbani sector.  The Army
on the same day had also
warned Pakistan to restrain the
terrorists operating from its soil
besides asking Pakistan to take
back the bodies of two intrud-
ers.  Pakistan, however, is yet to
respond.

India also conveyed to the
Pakistani side on Tuesday its
grave concern over the con-
tinuing incidents of unpro-
voked ceasefire violations by
the Pakistani forces along the
LoC and the International

Border (IB).
“Despite repeated calls for

restraint and adherence to the
ceasefire understanding of 2003
for maintaining peace and
tranquillity, Pakistan forces
have carried out 1,591 incidents
of unprovoked ceasefire viola-
tions along the LoC and IB in
2018 so far,” the MEA said.

Pakistan was also asked to
abide by its bilateral commit-
ment not to allow any territo-
ry under its control to be used
for supporting terrorism
against India in any manner, it
added. 

Meanwhile, during the
DGMO office level talks on the
hotline between the two sides,
an Indian Brigadier conveyed
similar sentiments to his
Pakistan counterpart. The talks
lasted for about 10-15 minutes
and Pakistan is expected to
come back on the issue next
week, sources said.

Explaining the rationale
for protest, they said the two
DGMOs during their talks on
May 29 at the behest of
Pakistan decided to maintain
peace and the Line of
Control(LOC). India at that
time also urged the Pakistan

Army to restraint terrorists
operating from its soil. Since
then, the Indian Army has
shown utmost restraint in
maintaining ceasefire at the
LOC despite provocations by
the other side and Pakistan
continuing to aid and abet ter-
rorists, they said.

As regards the Pakistan
Army actions despite talks on
May 29, they said the Pakistan
Army is persistently attempting
to push terrorists from its ter-
ritory into India across the
LOC. Backing this with figures,
officials said seven infiltration
bids were foiled by the Army
since May 30, in which 23 ter-
rorists have been killed. 

Moreover, reports indicat-
ed concentration of large num-
ber of terrorists in the launch
pads desperate to infiltrate
before the onset of snow.   At
least 250 to 300 trained and
armed militants are poised to
sneak into Kashmir from the
launch pads close to the LOC
in Pakistan Occupied
Kashmir(POK).  The Army
troops are alert and maintain-
ing round-the-clock vigil to
scuttle any attempt of infiltra-
tion by the terrorists.
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The Joint Parliamentary Committee (JPC)
examining the Bill seeking to amend the

Citizenship Act is set to table its report in the
Winter Session of Parliament in December. 

“The Winter Session is practically the
last session of the House (16th Lok Sabha).
If we do not submit our report, it means
we have not done our work properly.
Besides the committee will also lapse,” said
JPC chairman and BJP MP from Meerut,
Rajendra Agrawal, indicating the tabling of
the bill in the forthcoming Session.

The bill is receiving vehement opposi-
tion in Assam and other northeastern states.
In Assam, 46 organisations called a 12-hour
bandh on Tuesday to protest against the
Centre’s bid to pass the proposed legislation
in the forthcoming session of Parliament.

The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill,
2016 was introduced in the Lok Sabha to
amend the Citizenship Act, 1955. The main
purpose of the amendment bill seeks to grant
citizenship to people from minority com-
munities — Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains,
Parsis and Christians — from Afghanistan,
Bangladesh and Pakistan after six years of
residence in India instead of 12 even if they
don’t possess any proper document.

Many  organisations in the Northeast
have opposed the bill saying it will nullify
the provisions of the Assam Accord of 1985,
which fixed March 24, 1971 as the cut-off
date for deportation of all illegal immigrants
irrespective of religion. The Meghalaya and
Mizoram Governments have strongly
opposed the Citizenship Amendment Bill
and adopted resolutions against it.

“We understand there are concerns

among some people. Many of the organ-
isations have met us. We are open for fur-
ther discussions in the coming days,”
Agrawal said, when asked whether the
committee members will again visit Assam,
where the bill is receiving maximum
opposition. The JPC has already taken six
extensions from the Speaker of the Lok
Sabha. It has sought time for the presen-
tation of the report on the “first day of the
last week of the Winter Session, 2018”.

During the course of its examination
and study visits, the committee met a cross
section of people in Gujarat, Rajasthan,
Assam and Meghalaya and heard views of
organisations, individuals, experts and oth-
ers. Political parties, including the Congress
and the AIUDF, have extended their sup-
port to Tuesday’s bandh in the “interest of
Assam and its indigenous people”.
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At a time when renewable
energy is considered better

option than the conventional
one and Delhi is grappling with
poor quality air, the State-run
THDCIL’s proposed �12,676
crore Khurja coal power plant
in Uttar Pradesh would not only
be a financial burden but also
add to the pollution in the
region, a report by the US-based
Institute for Energy Economics
and Financial Analysis (IEEFA)
said on Tuesday.

The researchers of the
report “The Khurja Thermal
Power Project: A Recipe for an
Indian Stranded Asset” which
was released here have called
for re-evaluation of the 1,320
MW proposed project in the
wake of changing technologies. 

THDCIL, formerly known
as Tehri Hydro Development
Corporation Ltd, is a joint ven-
ture of the Central and Uttar
Pradesh Governments with a
75:25 equity sharing ratio. While
the first unit is scheduled to be
commissioned in November
2022, the second unit would go

on steam in April 2023. The
electricity users — the State and
Central Governments — and
project’s lenders should not be
burdened with yet another
expensive stranded asset at a
time when local residents need
cleaner energy options, IEEFA
Director of Energy Finance
Studies Tim Buckley told
reporters here. 

“Delhi already has the
dubious reputation of having the
worst air pollution of any city in
the world. If the Khurja coal
plant is built as planned near
Delhi, this will increase the
impact on local residents, emer-
gency workers and the local
Government.

“The Khurja power plant
was feasible when first pro-
posed eight years ago in
response to power supply
shortages and outages across
northern India, but technolo-
gy has moved on,” he said.

According to Buckley,
renewable energy generation in
India is now cheaper than
Khurja’s non-minemouth coal,
with ongoing price declines
prompting States, including

Uttar Pradesh, to seek solar and
wind options to meet incre-
mental demand growth. “The
Khurja proposal relies on a pro-
hibitively expensive 900-km-
long rail haul to bring coal to
the plant. Additionally, the
market price of coal continues
to increase globally,” he said.

“Our analysis shows any
power generated at the Khurja
plant would likely be sold for
�5.67 per kilowatt hours, while
renewable energy prices today are
only plus or minus �3 per kilo-
watt hours. The economics of the
project look dim. The Khurja
proposal must be re-evaluated,”
Buckley said. Kashish Shah,
IEEFA Energy Research
Associate and co-author of the
report, said “India is aiming to
achieve 40 per cent of its elec-
tricity generation needs by 2030
from non-fossil fuel sources
including wind and solar. As a
coal-fired power station takes sig-
nificant time to ramp up power
generation, the Khurja power sta-
tion cannot help with grid sta-
bilisation and peak demands, one
of the new requirements of the
Paris commitments.”
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Indian wildlife experts will be
assisted by their counter-

parts from Russia in a study to
check the health of big cats in
the tiger reserves across the
country. 

A team of researchers from
the Wildlife Institute of India
(WII) will kick-start the study
soon with an aim to protect the
beleaguered tiger population in
the country from zoonotic dis-
eases like Canine Distemper
Virus (CDV), which has wiped
out over 30 lions in the Gir
Forest in Gujarat

Following the Lions’ death,
the National Tiger
Conservation Authority
(NTCA), meanwhile, also
issued an alert to all reserves to

keep a close watch for symp-
toms of the CDV.

“Wildlife experts from
Russia are being roped in for
our study as the country is fac-
ing similar challenges as India
on conservation front. Today,
fewer than 500 Siberian tigers-
- the largest of the tiger sub-
species - survive. The Russians
have experience in protecting
and researching the Amur tiger,
as well as outline a long-term,
comprehensive system of con-
servation measures,” said a
senior official from the NTCA,
the top tiger conservation body
of the government in the coun-
try.

He said that an agreement
will soon be signed between
Dehradun-based WII and A N
Severtsov Institute of Ecology

in Evolution Academy of
Sciences, one of the leading
biological Institutes of Russia.
The Institute is a scientific
research centre on ecology,
biological diversity, ethology,
evolutionary morphology and
nature conservation.

One of the study’s objec-
tives will be to formulate a
strategy for the protection of
the tigers from the fatal dis-
eases, if any, the official said
noting that emerging infectious
diseases are a concern not only
to humans but also to the con-
servation and welfare of wildlife
species.

As per the proposed study,
the researchers will test every
tiger carcass they finds for the
virus or any other threatening
disease. Efforts will also be

taken to vaccinate dogs around
the periphery of the reserves
against canine distemper. 

According to a 2014 study
from the Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS), CDV has the
potential to be a significant dri-
ver in pushing the tigers
towards extinction. The
authors evaluated these impacts
on the Amur tiger population
in Russia’s Sikhote-Alin
Biosphere Zapovednik (SABZ),
where tiger numbers declined
from 38 individuals to 9 in the
years 2007 to 2012. In 2009 and
2010, six adult tigers died or
disappeared from the reserve,
and CDV was confirmed in
two dead tigers leading scien-
tists to believe that CDV like-
ly played a role in the overall
decline of the population.
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Waiting in long queues to buy tickets at railway sta-
tions will now be a thing of the past as the rail-

ways’ UTS mobile app for buying unreserved tickets
online will be available nationwide from November 1.
While the scheme was started four years ago, it failed
to catch on among passengers except in Mumbai, where
it was first launched because a large number of peo-
ple travel in locals. 

The scheme is also open for those who want to buy
tickets for travelling long distance. In the last four years,
there were around 45 lakh registered users of this app
with around 87,000 tickets being bought per day on it
on average. A passengers needs to be around 25-30 metres
away from the station to avail the application and is
allowed to book only four tickets at a time through it.

As of now railway has already implemented the
scheme in 15 of its zones with the North-east Frontier
Railway and West Central Railway being the remain-
ing two zones.  The scheme is also open for those who
want to buy tickets for travelling long distance.

“We have been trying to engage people to encour-
age them to use the UTS mobile application more and
more. The numbers are growing and we are hopeful
that once passengers understand the benefits of this app,
they will buy their tickets online. With certain zones
not being a part of the app, a lot of passengers were
unable to use it. Any station intersecting these zones
was left out of the app. From November 1, it will be
available across India,” a senior railways official said. 

On the app, a registered user can not only buy tick-
ets, but also platform tickets and monthly passes. The
railways earns around Rs 45 lakh per day through the
online sale of such unreserved tickets, said a senior rail-
way official.

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Tuesday expressed
shock over “vanished” 31 hills
in the Aravalli area of
Rajasthan and asked the State
Government to stop illegal
mining in the 115.34-hectare
area there within 48 hours. 

The top court said though
Rajasthan was earning a royalty
of around �5,000 crore from
mining activities in Aravalli, it
cannot endanger the lives of
lakhs of people in Delhi as the
disappearance of hills there
could be one of reasons for rise

in pollution level in the nation-
al Capital region (NCR).

A bench of Justices Madan
B Lokur and Deepak Gupta
referred to the status report
filed by Rajasthan Government
and said it indicated that ille-
gal mining activity was going
on in 115.34 hectare area in
Aravalli range in the State.

It also referred to a report
of the central empowered com-
mittee (CEC) which had said
that out of 128 samples taken
by the Forest Survey of India

(FSI), as many as 31 hills or
hillocks have vanished.

“31 hills or hillocks have
disappeared. If hills will dis-
appear in the country, what will
happen? Have people become
‘Hanuman’ that they are run-
ning away with hills?,” Justice
Lokur asked the counsel
appearing for Rajasthan.

“15-20 per cent hills have
vanished in the state of
Rajasthan. This is your ground
truth. Whom you want to
take for a ride?,” the bench
asked, adding that the State
has failed to protect the
Aravalli range from illegal
mining.

The top court said that it
was compelled to pass an order
to stop illegal mining activities

in 115.34-hectare area there
within 48 hours as it appeared
that the state has taken the
issue “very lightly”.

It directed the chief secre-
tary of Rajasthan to file an affi-
davit regarding compliance of
its order within this week and
posted the matter for hearing
on October 29.

The bench said that it was
“not at all satisfied” with the
contents of status report filed
by the state as it mostly deals
with the “so called incompe-
tence” of the FSI.

It said that State of
Rajasthan must appreciate that
FSI was a body of Government
of India and it would not be
proper to made “wild allega-
tions” against them. PTI
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New Delhi: Police officers
said they do not have any
equipment to measure the
decibel levels of the fire-
crackers or the smoke they
emit following the Supreme
Court’s order allowing condi-
tional sale and manufacture of
low emission firecrackers.

The apex court on
Tuesday permitted the sale
and manufacture of low emis-
sion “green” firecrackers coun-
trywide and fixed a two-hour
time period from 8 pm to 10
pm for bursting them on
Diwali and other festivals,
and made the station house
officers liable if banned fire-
crackers were sold in their
area.

Some shopkeepers also
informed police officers they
do not have any fresh stock of
firecrackers and the stocks are
two years old and in such a
short period of time they
would not be able to get fresh
stocks.

The Supreme Court said
the noise and smoke emission
limits of the crackers will

have to be approved by the
Petroleum and Explosive
Safety Organization (PESO),
under the Department of
Industrial  Policy and
Promotion, Ministr y of
Commerce and Industry.

It also said that station
house officers of police sta-
tions concerned will be held
liable if banned firecrackers
are sold in their area.

Delhi Police public rela-
tion officer and Deputy
Commissioner of Police (New
Delhi) Madhur Verma said it
will be ensured that the
Supreme Court order is fully
enforced.

“The Delhi Police’s
Licensing Branch will be hold-
ing a meeting with the PESO
officials to understand the
certification criteria and the
station house officers will be
made aware about the guide-
lines. Meetings will be held
with resident welfare associa-
tions to sensitise them to
encourage bursting of crack-
ers only between 8 to 10 pm
and at designated places,”

Verma said.
The officer added they

will also be issuing advertise-
ments to create awareness
about the issue.

In 2016, the Delhi Police
had issued 968 licenses for
temporary sale of firecrackers
and this year the limit has
been fixed at 50 per cent of
this number, the officer said. 

An inspector posted in the
central district said, “There
are no instruments to measure
the decibel levels of the fire-
crackers, but the senior offi-
cers might direct the licensing
branch of the Delhi Police to
frame some guidelines for
issuing licenses.”

According to another offi-
cer from the central district,
shopkeepers have said that
they would not be able to pro-
cure ‘green firecrackers’ with-
in 15 days.

“We held a meeting with
the shopkeepers selling fire-
crackers and they said they
have stocks which are two
years old. They said in such a
short span of time they would

not be able to get fresh stocks
and even asked us for sugges-
tions to dispose off their old
stock whose sale won’t be
possible.”

Another SHO posted in
north district said they are
waiting for direction from
senior officers, but neither
do they have any apparatus to
measure the intensity of a
firecracker and nor they are
aware of any criterion to
ascertain if the firecrackers
being sold fall under the green
category.

Police officers said they
would have to rely on human
intelligence and their source
son ground whether norms
are being violated in the
absence of any proper equip-
ments or guidelines.

“It will be a difficult task
to monitor whether shop-
keepers are following guide-
lines since it will be Diwali
time when crackers are sold in
bulk quantities. Beat officers
will have to be sensitised to
ensure norms are not flouted,”
another officer added. PTI
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New Delhi: A court here on Tuesday directed the Delhi
Police to hand over certain documents to Congress
leader Shashi Tharoor, an accused in a case related to
the death of his wife Sunanda Pushkar.

Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate Samar
Vishal passed the directions after he was told by senior
advocate Vikas Pahwa, appearing for Tharoor, that there
were deficiencies in the documents in the electronic evi-
dence provided to him by the prosecution.

The folder containing the videos of the post-mortem
conducted has only the videos and not the photographs,
the counsel said.

The police, represented by public prosecutor Atul
Srivastava, told the court that fresh copies will be given
to Tharoor, after which the court fixed the mater for
further hearing on November 3.

Pushkar was found dead in a suite of a luxury hotel
in the city on the night of January 17, 2014. The cou-
ple was staying in the hotel as the official bungalow of
Tharoor was being renovated at that time.

The court had directed the Delhi Police to hand over
various documents filed along with the charge sheet,
including statements of witnesses, to Tharoor on a plea
moved by him.

The Thiruvananthapuram MP was granted regu-
lar bail by court on July 7 after he appeared before court
in pursuance to the summons issued against him.

The court had on June 5 summoned Tharoor,
observing there was sufficient ground to proceed against
him.

Tharoor has been charged under sections 498A
(husband or his relative subjecting a woman to cruel-
ty) and 306 (abetment of suicide) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC), but has not been arrested in the case. PTI
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New Delhi:
Prime Minister
N a r e n d r a
Modi on
Tuesday donat-
ed �1000 to the
BJP through
his app and
also urged peo-
ple to con-
tribute to the party, saying it will
spread the message of trans-
parency and strengthen the resolve
of party workers to "serve the
nation".

"Contributed to the BJP, via
the 'Narendra Modi Mobile App'.
I urge you all to contribute to the
party through the app and spread
the message of transparency in
public life," he tweeted.

"You can contribute any
amount from �5 to �1000 via the
'Narendra Modi Mobile App'.
Your support and contribution will
strengthen the resolve of our
karyakartas to serve the nation," he
added. Modi also posted a link to
his website,
donations.Narendramodi.In/, for
offering donation. Various party
leaders, including its president
Amit Shah and Union minister
Sushma Swaraj, also made sim-
ilar donations as part of an ini-
tiative to boost transparency
and probity in public life. PTI
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Union Minister Smriti Irani
on Tuesday drew an anal-

ogy of taking blood seeping
sanitary napkins into a friend's
home to voice her stand on the
Sabarimala temple entry issue.
She said women had the right
to pray but had no right to des-
ecrate the place of worship.

Participating at a Young
Thinkers’ Conference organ-
ised by the British Deputy
High Commission and think-
tank Observer Research
Foundation (ORF) here, Irani
said: “I believe I have the right
to pray but I don’t have the
right to desecrate… And that
is the difference we need to
recognise and respect … I am
nobody to speak on the
Supreme Court verdict because
I am a current serving Cabinet
Minister. But just plain com-
mon sense. Would you take
menstrual blood steeping san-
itary napkins and walk into a

friend’s home? You would not.
“And would you think that

it is respectful to do the same
when you walk into the house
of god? So that is the difference.
I have a right to pray but I don’t
have the right to desecrate.
That is my personal opinion,”
the Minister said.

Following the Supreme
Court’s verdict, the Sabrimala
temple opened its doors to
women of all age groups. The
temple was closed on Monday
after the monthly pujas.
Widespread protests by devo-
tees succeeded in preventing

women in the banned age
group of 10 to 50 years from
entering the temple premises.
Prior to the apex court’s verdict,
women in the menstruating age
were only permitted till the
base camp near the Pamba
river, while men were allowed
to continue the five-km long
uphill trek to the temple.

Irani, who is married to a
Parsi, recalled as to how she
was made to wait outside a fire
temple in Mumbai with her son
inside.  

“"What does that mean
irrespective of whether I am a
politician or a minister, because
I have two Zoroastrian children
and a Zoroastrian husband. I
am made to stand outside. I will
stand either on the road or sit
in my car... 

“When I took my newborn
son (to a fire temple in
Andheri), I had to give him to
my husband at the temple,
because I was shooed away and
told don't stand here," she said.
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Pragatisheel Samajwadi Party
(Lohia) will be the name of

the new party headed by
Shivpal Yadav. On Tuesday, at
an event here to enrol new
members, Shivpal announced
that the new party had been
registered with the Election
Commission.

Shivpal parted company
with the Samajwadi Party in
August and floated Samajwadi
Secular Morcha on August 29
before announcing that his
party would contest all 80 Lok
Sabha seats in Uttar Pradesh in
2019 elections.    

Close Shivpal aide and for-
mer minister Sharda Pratap
Shukla said that the new party
would be a force to reckon with
in the State. 

Shivpal Yadav said that he
had always wanted ‘unity’ in
the Samajwadi Party but nei-
ther he nor Mulayam Singh
Yadav got the due respect
under Akhilesh Yadav. “I was

pushed out. I ask you all not to
get involved in sycophancy.
You will be free to point out if
there is something wrong going
on. I will allow freedom in my
party,” he said. Claiming exten-
sive support for his political
front, Shivpal asserted: “There
is an anti-people government
both at the Centre and in Uttar
Pradesh. Due to wrong policies
and decisions of these two
regimes, people are distraught.
Decisions like demonetisation
and GST (Goods and Services
Tax) have broken the backbone
of traders and the economy.
Besides, promises made by the
BJP were not met.” 
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Inaugurating the second edi-
tion of Vizag Fintech Festival

2018, Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister Nara Chadrababu
Naidu claimed that in the next
couple of years the newly-
formed State would generate
50,000 jobs in the financial sec-
tor.

Already investment worth
Rs 500 crore have been com-
mitted by various fintech firms
in the State, said the Chief

Minister, adding that his
Government want to promote
Vizag as the fintech hub of
India and aiming to make the
country’s cleanest city as one of
the top 3-4 fintech destinations
in the world in the next two
years.

‘‘We want to use technolo-
gy to make the state corruption
free with the target of giving
‘visible governance and invis-
ible government’. Proper lead-
ership can bring everything.
The state has seen 10.5 per cent
growth rate in the past four

years but we are not satisfy, we
are targeting 15 per cent
growth rate and it is possible,’’
said Naidu.

Stressing the need of pro-
viding leadership for trans-
form took note of the post-
ponement of robot Sophia's
interaction at the second edi-
tion of Vizag Fintech festival
2018 here on Tuesday, he said
that when the robot is ready but
the one who operates it failed,
tells us that technology how
advanced it can’t succeed if the
human behind it fails to oper-
ate it.

He further said that
Andhra Pradesh government
is mulling to bring in a series
policies on threshold tech-
nologies to promote activities
around fintech area. During
the function around ten orga-
nizations entered into MoUs
with the state government
including Cardlytics, Federal
bank, Deloitte and Fintech
Association to promote finan-
cial technologies in the state.
The event, aimed at creating

conducive environment for fin-
tech companies to set up their
centres at the proposed fintech
valley here.

‘‘Nearly 30 per cent of the
total cell-phones manufactured
in India were being produced
in Tirupati, Nellur and
Chennai. We want to promote
these area as Silicon Valley of
India where hardware and elec-

tronic item would be manu-
facture to cater the need of the
globe,’’ he said adding that his
government would develop
175 MSME parks across
Andhra Pradesh with a vision
that at least one person in
every family should be digital-
ly literate and one with entre-
preneurial skill.
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At least two persons 
died and 14 others were

injured in a stampede on a foot
overbridge at Santragachi rail-
way station in Howrah, South
Eastern Railway sources said.

The incident occurred at
about 6.30 pm between plat-
form numbers two and three
when the waiting passengers
rushed to catch their respective
trains while others disem-
barked from the ones that
arrived in.

“The incident occurred as
two crowded EMU locals and
the Nagercoil-Shalimar Express
arrived at the same time,” SR
sources said, the passengers
waiting for Shalimar-
Vishakhapatnam Express and
Santragachi Chennai Express
only added to the problem as
all passengers tried to use the
same over bridge.
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On the side-lines of the
Vzag Fintech 2018, the

Telugu Desham Party chief
Chandrababu Naidu criticized
the Modi Government saying
that Centre-State relations are
messed up. 

The Government of India
has messed up everything, he
said, adding that it's a very bad
situation. The Andhra Pradesh
CM went on to say that secu-
larism is in danger and econ-

omy has collapsed. 
He further said that 

unless digital currency trans-
actions would not be made
attractive, people would pre-
fer for physical currency 
transactions. According to
him, the Central 
Government should abolish
�500 and �2000 
denomination notes gradual-
ly to eradicate corruption in
the system.
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Aday after some former
Congressmen targeted

Priyanka Gandhi Vadra by
putting up posters and refer-
ring to her as an ‘emotional
blackmailer’ at Rae Bareli, party
vanguard Sonia Gandhi and
party chief Rahul Gandhi
decided to visit Rae Bareli and
Amethi on November 2. 

Some Congress leaders
claimed that the posters were
put up by former party leaders.
“They knew about Sonia’s pro-
gramme of November 2, but to
add a slice of controversy, they
put up posters against the fam-
ily,” they said. 

Sources said that 
Sonia and Rahul would reach
Rae Bareli separately on
November 2 but would fly
back together the same
evening. Priyanka is tipped to
accompany her mother.

Party sources confirmed in

Lucknow on Tuesday that UPA
chairperson Sonia Gandhi
would reach Rae Bareli on
November 2 morning and
attend a meeting of district vig-
ilance and monitoring com-
mittee to review development
works in her constituency. 

They added that during her
brief stay, Sonia Gandhi would
meet party leaders and work-
ers to assess preparations for
the 2019 Lok Sabha polls. 

“Sonia is also expected to
visit families of fatal road acci-
dent victims in the con-
stituency. There are also spec-
ulations that Sonia could keep
herself away from polls and,
instead, field daughter Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra from Rae Bareli,”
a Congress leader said.  

Party sources said that
Rahul Gandhi would reach
Lucknow the same morning
and go to his parliamentary
constituency of Amethi by
road.
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Four undertrials were injured
when two groups came to a

head inside Mathura district jail
in the early hours of Tuesday.
Ironically, Mathura jail 
authorities did not inform 
the local administration about
the development aiming to
conceal it and shifted the
injured to the jail hospital from
where one of them was shifted
to the district hospital. No
case was registered in the mat-
ter so far. 

The incident was also
hushed up by the jail brass as
one of the accused used knives
to attack each other, but how
the sharp-edged weapons
found their way inside the
barracks would be difficult for
the officials to explain.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s flagship programme

of  ‘Swachchh Bharat’, which was
launched on October 2, 2014, is
struggling in Uttar Pradesh as
against the daily generation of
over 15,000 MT of solid waste,
only 30 per cent is being
processed and recycled while the
rest is being despatched to land-
fill sites, rivers, nullahs, water
bodies and agriculture land. 

Same is the state of close to
a dozen solid waste manage-
ment plants set up under
Jawaharlal Lal Urban Renewal
Mission in big cities of the state
during the Bahujan Samaj party
regime (May 2007- March,
2012). These solid waste man-
agement plants are either
defunct or working far below
their installed capacity to recy-
cle garbage from cities of the
state. 

Swachh Bharat campaign
aimed at eradication of open

defecation by the 150th birth
anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi on October 2, 2019, by
constructing 90 million toilets
in rural India at a projected cost
of Rs 1.96 lakh crore.

Urban Development
Minister Suresh Khanna told
mediapersons in Lucknow on
Tuesday that all solid waste
management plants were func-
tional and admitted that the
Lucknow plant was working
below capacity. He said that the
national average of recycling or
processing of solid waste was
35 per cent while it was 30 per
cent in UP.

Khanna claimed that the
sanitation programme in Uttar
Pradesh achieved spectacular
success under the Yogi gov-
ernment as out of total 653
Urban Local Bodies (ULB),
630 were declared as Open
Defecation Free (ODF). He
said that over 7 lakh toilets were
constructed after the Yogi gov-
ernment came to power in

March 2017, over 1.41 lakh toi-
lets were being constructed
and 22,900 community toilets
were also built. Khanna added
that in 653 ULBs, there were
total 12,007 municipal wards
and door-to-door collection
of garbage was being done in
over 7,000 wards. He claimed
that each ULB had been pro-
vided dustbins to prevent lit-
tering of garbage.

“In the national sanitation
survey in 2017, of the 434
cities, as many as 50 cities from
UP figured in the worst 100
cities. But in 2018, this number
came down to zero and four
UP cities were declared as
most clean cities of India,” he
claimed.

A study by Centre for
Science and Environment, a
public interest research and
advocacy outfit in New Delhi,
said on Monday that if more
toilets and septic tanks were
built without sewer systems, it
would swamp the State. 
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Karnataka is not providing
any security to women

going from the State  for darshan
of Lord Ayyappa at Sabarimala
temple in Kerala. 

Addressing a meet-the-press
organised by the Press Club of
Bengaluru and Bengaluru
Reporters Guild on Tuesday,
Karnataka Chief Minister HD
Kumaraswamy,  who is heading
a fragile coalition, said it is the
responsibility of the Kerala
Government.

He said “in federal system
such assurance cannot be given.
I cannot interfere in the func-
tioning of other State
Governments. Kerala
Government has its own system
of providing security to women
devotees visiting Sabarimala fol-
lowing the Supreme Court ver-
dict to allow all women in the
age group of 10 to 55 also to visit
the hill shrine".

The Chief Minister also
declined to be dragged into the

recent 'Me Too' campaign going
on.  "I don't want to comment
on the issue.  Let it be discussed
by the learned people."

He  asserted that the oppor-
tunity to occupy the CM's post
was "godsend" for him and he
was not bothered how long he
would survive in the chair.
Kumaraswamy, who is heading
the Congress-JDS coalition gov-
ernment facing frequent pin-
pricks from some sections of the
coalition partner, said both par-
ties had come together to save
the State and not for any vested
interests.    

Responding to a query, he
said, "I am not bothered how
long I am here in this post. I
believe I am here for five years.
God gave me this opportunity,
which I have to use for the ben-
efit of people,"

He also said the Narendra
Modi "trend" witnessed in 2014
general election no more exist-
ed, as reflected in the results of
several by-polls across the coun-
try. "Karnataka has provided a

new platform for the 2019 par-
liament elections and a new
political change will take place
from here," he said.

Kumaraswamy claimed that
the results of November 3 by
polls in three Lok Sabha and two
assembly constituencies in
Karnataka would impact the poll
outcome in the five states where
assembly polls are being held.

JDS and Congress had
entered into a post poll alliance
after the May assembly polls
yielded a hung verdict with BJP
emerging as the single largest
party but failing to muster num-
bers to form a government.

"We did not form the gov-
ernment to advance our vested
interests. It is a government to
save the state and its people. It
is not a government to protect
Siddaramaiah or
Kumaraswamy," he said.

On the Congress-JD(S)
coalition arrangement,
Kumaraswamy said develop-
ments in Karnataka had always
impacted national politics. 
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MID CORPORATE BRANCH-1,

B-1/A-12, Mohan Co-op Industrial Estate, Main Mathura Road,

Delhi-44, Tel.: 011-26950364, 26950365, Mob.: +91-9968309203

BORROWERS :

SURETIES :

M/s. Bulland Buildtech Pvt. Ltd.
A-2, Bulland House
Khanpur Extension, New Delhi-110080
Mr. Rajneesh Nagar (Director)
A-20, Bada Mohalla, Devli Road
Khanpur Extension, New Delhi-110080

Mr. Rajneesh Nagar
A-20, Bada Mohalla, Devli Road
Khanpur Extension, New Delhi-110080
Mr. Krishan Pal Singh (Director)
H. No. 648, Second Floor
Sector-5, Vaishali, Ghaziabad-201010

Mr. Krishan Pal Singh (Director)
H. No. 648, Second Floor
Sector-5, Vaishali, Ghaziabad-201010
Mr. Ramkesh Basist (Director)
H. No. A-2, Devli Road
Khanpur Extension, New Delhi-110080

Mr. Ramkesh Basist (Director)
H. No. A-2, Devli Road
Khanpur Extension, New Delhi-110080

POSSESSION NOTICE (for Immovable property)*

[Appendix IV under the Act-Rule-8(1)]*

The borrower/surety/owner of property having failed to repay the amount, notice is hereby given to 

the borrower/surety/owner of property and the public in general that the undersigned has taken 

possession of the property described herein below in exercise of powers conferred on him/her under 

sub-section (4) of Section 13 of the Act read with rule 8 of the Security (Enforcement) Rules, 2002 on 

this the 18th Day of October 2018

The borrower's attention is invited to the provisions of sub-seciton (8) of section 13 of the Act, in 

respect of time available, to redeem the secured assets.

The borrower/surety/owner of property in particular and the public in general are hereby cautioned 

not to deal with the property and any dealings with the property will be subject on the charge of the 

Syndicate Bank, MCB-1, New Delhi Branch for an amount of Rs. 29,14,98,274.75 (Rupees Twenty 

nine Crore Fourteen Lakh Ninety Eight Thousand Two Hundred Seventy Four and Paisa 

Seventy Five Only) and interest thereon, costs etc.

Authorised Officer

(Syndicate Bank)

Place : New Delhi

Date : 18.10.2018

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
All that part and parcel of the property consisting of Plot No. GH-03-A, Sec. 16C, Greater Noida 

Within the registration sub-district Gautam Budh Nagar and District Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar 

Pradesh.

Whereas, the undersigned being the Authorised officer of the Syndicate Bank under the 

Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 

2002 (hereinafter the Act) and in exercise of power conferred under section 13(2) read with rule 3 fo 

the Security Interest (Enforcement) Rules, 2002 issued a demand notice dated 30.06.2018 calling 

upon the borrower/surety/owner of the property, 

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

Bounded :
On the North by Plot No. 3
On the South by 60 Meter Wide Road
On the East by Plot No. 3 B
On the West by Plot No. 1 D

(*) To be quoted while issuing/publishing the possession notice. To be sent to all parties (borrowers/surety)
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The 12-hour Assam bandh
called by over 60 organisa-

tions against the Citizenship
Amendment Bill 2016 on
Tuesday drew total response in
the State except in four districts
of Barak Valley despite the
BJP-led Government’s all-out
efforts to foil the bandh.

While most of the
Government offices in Assam’s
Capital town Guwahati record-
ed a thin attendance, most of
the commercial establishments
across the State remained
closed.

Vehicular traffic remained
off the road in most of the dis-
tricts barring a few buses run
by the State-owned Assam
State Transport corpora-
tion(ASTC).

In most of the places bandh
supporters blocked roads by
burning tyres and  also attacked
buses and other vehicles plying
on the road for violating the
bandh.

The Assam Government
on Monday sent strict instruc-
tions to the Government
employees to attend the offices
and threatened that punitive
action will be taken against
those who fail to attend the
offices on Tuesday.

The Government had also
threatened to cancel trade
license if the commercial estab-
lishment s shut their shutters

during the bandh hours.
Assam BJP president Ranjit

Kumar Dass said that the
bandh drew response only in
some minority dominated
areas.

Farmers’ leader Akhil
Gogoi thanked the people of
Assam for making it a success
and hoped that the BJP led
Government in Assam takes a
lesson from the people’s’ sup-
port to the bandh.

Assam’s regional political
party Asom Gana Parishad
also took out a massive rally in
Guwahati against the
Citizenship Amendment
Bill,2016 and appealed The
BJP led NDA government to
throw the Bill to dustbin.

The Assam Accord is Gita,
Bible and Quran for us and I
want to ask the BJP leadership
from here today to make clear
whether they respect the
Assam Accord or not?

“I want to ask the BJP
leadership to make clear if
they respect the blood of mar-
tyrs of the Assam movement
who has laid down their lives
for the sake of Assam and
indigenous people?,” said Bora
while addressing the rally that
covered from Latasil play-
ground in Guwahati to
Chandmari area. 

The AGP is a partner of the
BJP-led alliance Government
and the party has three
Ministers in the Cabinet. 
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Blaming Pakistan for spon-
soring terrorism in India,

Union Home Minister Rajnath
Singh on Tuesday said that
India is not averse to talks but
terror and dialogue cannot go
together.

Talking to reporters at the
high-security Nehru Guest
House at the culmination of his
day-long visit to Kashmir to
review the security and devel-
opmental scenario, Singh exud-
ed confidence that the envi-
ronment of terror would be
eliminated from Jammu &
Kashmir and it would figure in
the list of developed States of
India.

Singh arrived on Tuesday
morning and flew to the Guest
House in a chopper unlike his
previous visit in July when he
expressed pleasure in driving
through Srinagar roads. The
authorities had sealed off Lal
Chowk area to thwart sepa-
ratists’ plan to hold protests in
the city centre against the
recent killing of seven civilians
at an encounter site in south
Kashmir’s Kulgam district. A
complete shutdown was
observed in the Valley on
Monday against these killings.
The Home Minister regretted
the loss of life in Kulgam inci-
dent and announced ex-gratia
relief of �5 lakh each to the
families of victims. 

Singh said that he reviewed
security situation and pace of
work on developmental pro-
jects. Apart from holding a
meeting with Governor Satya

Pal Malik, he met five delega-
tions, four of them belonging
to prominent mainstream
political parties. He expressed
satisfaction over the conclusion
of elections in ‘fair and trans-
parent” way.

He said he reviewed the
arrangements for upcoming
panchayat polls and claimed
that the conduct of village
polls would be a “historical
step” in J&K’s history.

“I congratulate those who
took part in urban local body
elections. I appeal people to
particulate in the panchayat
polls,” he said adding that sev-
eral complexities confronting
the state could be resolved
through democratic process.
He said the people who do not
believe in democracy were not
the well-wishers of J&K.

The Home Minister said

that during the past four
months (after sacking of
Mehbooba Mufti-led PDP-BJP
Government), the situation has
improved as incidents of stone-
pelting and recruitment of
fresh militants has reduced.

He said the Central
Government was keen to give
fillip to developmental activities
in the region and Home
Ministry alone has embarked on
a plan to provide employment
to 11000 youth. “Around 2.5
lakh youth would be engaged in
Central Government sponsored
schemes,” he added.

He said several powers in
the world were not comfortable
with India’s growing econom-
ic power and they wanted to
offset it through terrorism.
When asked that Pakistan
Premier Imran Khan has
blamed India for refusing to

engage in talks, he said India
walked extra mile when Prime
Minister Narendra Modi side-
stepped protocol to reach out
to the neighboring country.
“We are not averse to talks but
they can’t be held when ter-
rorism is promoted on the
Indian soil.” 

“India is among 6 fastest
growing economies of the
world. Soon it will be among
top five economies,” he said.

Singh regretted the killing
of seven civilians in Kulgam on

Sunday and appealed to the
people to refrain from march-
ing towards encounter sites
during anti-militancy opera-
tions. He said while the secu-
rity forces have been asked to
exercise restraint during these
operations, the public must
also take care. When asked 
that thronging of thousands of
people to encounter sites
reflected that the common
people were against the rule, he
refused to draw any conclu-
sions.
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Chief Electoral Officer
Shaleen Kabra on Tuesday

issued notification for the
conduct of the first phase of
panchayat polls in Jammu &
Kashmir. 

The polls would be held in
nine phases.

The notification has been
issued for Keran, Ramhal,
Tarathpora, Teetwal, Tangdar
in District Kupwara, Gurez,
Baktoor, Tulail in District
Bandipora, Kunzer, Uri,
Parenpillan, Noorkhah,
Kandi-Belt Rafiabad in
Baramulla District, Gund in
Ganderbal District, Khanmoh
in Srinagar District,
Khansahib in Budgam

District, Drass, Lungnak,
Barsoo, Tai-Suru in Kargil
District, Durbuk, Singay
Lalok, Kharu, Nyoma, Rong,
Rupsho in Leh District in
Kashmir Division.

In Jammu Division, the
Panchayati elections will be
held in 1st Phase in Dachhan,
Bunjwah, Marwah, Padder,
Warwan in Kishtwar District,
Bhallessa, Changa, Jakyas,
Chilli Pingal in Doda District,
Ramsoo, Khari in Ramban
District, Dudu Basantgarh,
Lath Marothi, Panchari,
Moungri in Udhampur
District, Bani, Duggan in
Kathua District, Manjakote,
Panjgrain in Rajouri and
Buffliaz, Surankote in Poonch
District.
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Muppala Lakshman alias
Ganapathy, the shadowy

head of the outlawed CPI
Maoist tops the list of the most
wanted persons in the country.
The National Investigation
Agency in its latest list of the
“most wanted” has put a reward
of �15 lakh on his head.

Born in Karimnagar in
Telangana, Ganapathy is at the
helm of the dreaded ultra left
organisation for almost a quar-
ter of a century. After leading
a coup d’état against the
founder chief of the People’s
War in early 1990s and taking
over the leadership Ganapathy
ushered all the armed Maoist
groups towards merger to form
pan India Communist Party of
India Maoist in 2005.

Though the police and
intelligence organisations of
several States as well as the
agencies of Government of
India have been chasing him,
Ganapthy has always managed
to dodge them and believed to
be ensconced somewhere in
Dandakarnyia forest.

However, is catching up
with him and the 69-year-old
guerrilla fighter is facing sever-
al health issues. Amid the
increasing pressure he was like-
ly to make way for his lieutenant
Nambala Keshav Rao  alias
Basawaraj who is No. 2 in the
ranks of the Maoist leaders. In
the NIA list of 258 most want-
ed Maoistts he carries a reward
of �10 lakh. 

Keshav Rao is a key figure
as he is the top most expert in
making improvised explosive
devices and also an expert in
military strategy.
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Union Minister Giriraj
Singh’s veiled “threat” to

Muslims over Ayodhya has
evoked a sharp reaction from
the All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen president and MP
Asaduddin Owaisi.

After Singh described the
Indian Muslims descendants of
Ram and warned that if
Muslims don’t support Ram
temple in Ayodhya at the place
where Babri Masjid was demol-
ished, Owaisi said that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s

thinking was at work behind
Singh’s talk.

In a statement issued in
Hyderabad, Owaisi said,
“Giriraj is merely parroting
what was taught. He is reading
the script which was given to
him from the Prime Minister’s
office.”

Condemning the inflam-
matory remarks of the Minster,
Owaisi in a strong attack said
that Modi was trying to cause
a big fire across India before
2019 elections. “When he was
the Chief Minister of Gujrat he
did not stop the blood shed-

ding. Now he wants India to
burn”, he said asking whom he
was trying to frighten with such
statements.

Owaisi also alleged that
Narendar Modi was challeng-
ing India’s constitution and
rule of law and wanted to
spread anarchy in India. He
referred to the report of the
United Nations that the hatred
and violence against minorities
was increasing in India.

Prime Minister Modi is
responsible for tarnishing the
name of India.

Referring to the infighting
in the CBI, Owaisi said that it

was civil war like situation
with in the central government
agency and the central gov-
ernment was helpless and
weak. When the No. 1 man in
CBI has lodged FIR against the
No. 2, the question will arise
who was fighting against cor-
ruption. He said situation was
so bad that one half of
Enforcement Directorate was
with one half of the CBI and
the other half of ED was with
the Research and Analysis
Wing, the counter intelligence
agency. He said that infighting
was also on within the office of
the Prime Minister. 
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Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP) chief Sharad Pawar

predicted here on Tuesday that
no party would get a majority
in the 2019 Lok Sabha polls and
that there would be a change in
the Government at the Centre.

Speaking at India Today’s
Mumbai Manthan event here,
Pawar said: “Today’s political
situation is much more like the
one in 2004. It does not seem
possible for a single party to
remain in power in 2019. No
party would have that man-
date....I don’t think that the
power equations will remain
same in Maharashtra and at the
Centre in 2019. There would be
changes in both Maharashtra
and New Delhi”.

Alluding to the fact that the
AB Vajpayee-led BJP had gone
into the Lok Sabha polls with
an impressive “India Shining”
campaign but failed to return
to power, Pawar said: “The
2019 polls would be like 2004
election when no party got the
majority but a coalition
Government under
Manmohan Singh came to
power and it continued for 10
years”.

Queried if the Opposition
would have an alternative to
Modi to lead a coalition of
Opposition parties, Pawar said:
“In 2004, the BJP was led by
Atal Bihari Vajpayee. They said
that there was no alternative to
Vajpayee...Compare Vajpayee’s
stature and leadership with
the current Prime Minister’s
stature and leadership. I think
Vajpayee was one of the tallest
leaders of the Bharatiya Janata

Party. I don’t think that is the
situation even in that party
today,” Pawar said.

Anticipating that the 2019
polls would throw up an alter-
native to Modi, Pawar said:
“Who had thought in 2004 that
Manmohan Singh would be the
Prime Minister? There is never
a vacuum in politics. Every sit-
uation throws up a leader.”

Referring to senior
Congress leader P
Chidambaram’s statement that
the Congress had not project-
ed party president Rahul
Gandhi as its prime minister-
ial candidate, Pawar said:
“Chidambaram has stated the
fact. He has placed on record
the position of the Congress
party. In my
discussions
with the
C o n g r e s s
leadership, it
has never
occurred that
they want to
p r e s e n t
someone as
the candidate
and insist on
the candida-
ture by
t h r u s t i n g
their choice
on other par-
ties. But the
party wants

change”.
Pawar said that he agreed

with Chidambaram’s view that
no leader should be projected
as a Prime Ministerial candi-
date from the Opposition for
the 2019 polls and that the
Prime Minister should be
decided by the coalition part-
ners in post-election scenario.

Rejecting the the possibil-
ity of “Modi versus Rahul”
battle during the 2019 polls, the
NCP chief said:  “I have had
talks with Rahul Gandhi also.
His thoughts are not much dif-
ferent from what
Chidambaram has said.....The
existing political situation in
the country does not suit for a
personality-based electoral
contest for Lok Sabha”.

Ruling out the emergence
of “mahagathbandhan (grand
alliance of Opposition)” ahead
of the 2019 polls,  Pawar said:
“Such a political environment
is not there in the country
(where we can expect
Mahagathbandhan. 
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The yearly Durga Puja car-
nival conceived by Chief

Minister Mamata Banerjee to
showcase before the world the
grandest festivities of Bengal
tended to gain in popularity
with thousands of cheering
spectators including foreign
dignitaries and hundreds of
international tourists on
Tuesday turning out to witness
the grand extravaganza.

Seventy-five Puja-organ-
ising clubs of Kolkata took 
part in the grand carnival
parading down the historic
Red Road a la the Republic 
Day Parade of Delhi putting a
brief display before the world
of their abstract Durga Puja
themes that drew more 
than 20-25 million people over
the preceding one week of fes-
tivities.
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Twenty eight years after the German
reunification — east Germany (for-
merly German Democratic
Republic) became a part of the
Federal Republic of Germany on

October 3 — Germans are better off, econom-
ically, and more prosperous. But politically,
Germany, the engine of growth in Europe, is
still haunted by its past and unable to feel its
influence and clout. Reason: Flux in domes-
tic politics, where mainstream parties are
being eclipsed by single issue parties like the
new Alternative for Germany (AfD) and the
Greens. That’s what one discovered last week
in Berlin while interacting with politicians,
security analysts and bureaucrats. 

Is Germany abdicating its leadership of
Europe and responsibility in shaping contours
of world order and Western values to France
which is politically and militarily more com-

pact with an independent nuclear deterrent?
James Bindenagel and Philip Ackerman of the
University of Bonn write that Germany is cop-
ing with its past, Cold War et al, still devoid
of strategic culture, passive, timid and with
a guilt conscience. But morally uncompromis-
ing. It needs a national strategy… 

How is India seen in Germany? Its red
Rajasthan sandstone embassy in central
Berlin, a novelty a decade ago, has lost its aura
and charm. Considered a middle power in the
class of Japan, South Korea and Australia,
India is also seen as a rising power; though
all eyes are trained on China. Germany is
India’s biggest economic partner in Europe
and sixth largest at the global level. India-
German development cooperation operates at
different levels — cleaning the Ganga, clean-
ing India, wildlife protection, metro projects
in Lucknow, Bhubaneswar, Kochi, Bengaluru
and much more. 

Two issues dominate the German dis-
course: Re-energising Germany and keeping
Europe together. Berlin seeks to establish an
alliance of multilateralists to prevent unilat-
eralist behaviour. We were told that Indians
do not realise that European Union (EU)
countries have ceded some of their sovereign-
ty to Brussels. This shared sovereignty is under
stress due to US President Donald Trump’s
Make America Great Again, Turkish President

Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s recall of the Ottoman
Empire, uncertain Brexit, China’s blistering
rise and worldwide surge of nationalism. “We
are a trading nation. Now China is setting the
rules of trade,” said one official interlocutor,
adding “two-thirds of our cargo containers
pass through the Indian Ocean”. 

Germany’s revived interest in the Indian
Ocean Region (IOR) mirrors EU’s new mar-
itime security strategy and action plan. This
renewed interest in the IOR is marked by
plans to strengthen a decaying German Navy
with new Frigates. Berlin has also put some
money in the Indian-Ocean Rim Association,
headquartered in Mauritius. It also support-
ed the recent statement by Sri Lanka Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe that the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS) must become the foundation-
al pillar of IOR to prevent a repeat of fait
accompli in the South China Sea.

Afghanistan, with which India’s security
is inextricably woven, has become a periph-
eral issue in Germany. With 1,300 troops
located at Mazar-i-Sharif, the recurring
phrase one heard is: “Time is running out.
Germans are not interested but politicians are,
to demonstrate solidarity with Nato and the
fragile Transatlantic Partnership.” Germany
does not want Afghanistan to become anoth-
er Syria. It will continue providing develop-

ment aid and maintain its security forces. 
A top politician commented that former

US President Barack Obama made a big mis-
take by pulling out US troops from
Afghanistan. Our conversations were held in
the background of recent bloody and disor-
derly parliamentary elections last weekend,
which were delayed for three years but
miraculously held. China is very sensitive
about its image in Europe. It has divided the
wealthy North and low growth countries in
South over the development of infrastructure.
The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) resonates
in smaller countries, like Montenegro,
Hungary, Poland, Italy, Greece and Czech
Republic. They show their loyalty to China by
differing from Germany and the EU in their
stance on BRI. 

Like India, Germany and EU have ques-
tioned issues of transparency, debt entrap-
ment, sovereignty and implementation while
not endorsing the BRI. Smaller countries have
signed Comprehensive Strategic Partnership
Agreements with China, and Czech Republic
has called itself the unsinkable aircraft carri-
er for China. This has shown the fault lines
in Europe and absence of consensus in for-
eign policy in Brussels. China has succeeded
in extending its string of pearls from South
Asia to parts of Europe. 

Brussels has come out with a connectiv-

ity document as riposte to BRI, like Trump
greenlighted last month a new $60 billion
United States International Development
Finance Corporation to bankroll projects in
Asia and Africa. But there is no money on the
table, though the European Investment Bank
is worth Euro 90 billion. Meanwhile, China
is buying up companies in Europe. 

German elections in Bavaria and Hessen
later this year have/will reveal chinks in the
vision of the mainstream parties — the
Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and the
Social Democratic Party (SPD), the ruling
grand coalition in sharp decline. Last Friday,
October 19, visiting the Willy Brandt Haus,
the citadel of the SPD in Berlin, we heard
charged debates on the future of the party and
the grand coalition. 

Questions of leadership,  internal 
restructuring and possible alternative to the
present coalition are likely to be resolved by
next year if the AfD is to be contained and
rolled back on immigration and hyper-
nationalism. One million Syrian refugees are
in Germany along with millions of Turks,
Russians and Italians as guest workers.
Germans are being encouraged and incen-
tivised to produce children.

Making Germany great again is not
kosher as it conflicts with the past. But mak-
ing Europe great again is fine. As the writers

from University of Bonn have noted: German
public aversion to militarism has not changed.
Sixty seven per cent support the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (Nato) but only
40 per cent would want to defend a Nato ally
if attacked by Russia. 

Inward-looking Germans have forgotten
how during the 1971 India-Pakistan war,
which led to the creation of Bangladesh,
Chancellor Brandt — Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) not being a member of the
UN, an ally of the US and embedded in the
Cold War, still punched above its weight in
its mediation between the three countries. A
secret agreement between the FRG and India
for the latter not recognising the GDR before
it had first, contained the quid pro quo of the
FRG becoming the first Western country to
recognise Bangladesh on February 4, 1972.
Further, Brandt was able to persuade Dacca
not to insist on war trials of 195 Pakistani pris-
oners of wars (PoWs), paving the way for the
release of 300,000 Bangladeshis in Pakistan. 

Germany proved it could rise to the occa-
sion if its domestic politics was stable. For
their own good and for Europe, Germany has
to pull together to become great again.

(The writer is a retired Major General of
the Indian Army and founder member of the
Defence Planning Staff, currently the revamped
Integrated Defence Staff)
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Sir — This refers to the editorial, “War
within” (October 23). It is for the first
time in the history of independent
India that the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI), India’s premier
investigation agency, has begun to probe
its own leadership. The enquiry against
Rakesh Asthana, the agency’s second-in-
command, and his team of officers for
corruption is shocking. 

Allegedly, there were corruption
charges against Rakesh Asthana, a
Gujarat cadre IPS officer, when he was
proposed as the Special Director of the

CBI. The incumbent Director had vehe-
mently objected to his appointment on
this count. However, with the clearance
of the Central Vigilance Commission,
Asthana became the Special Director and
second-in-command of the CBI. Now he
is said to be allegedly involved in a
bribery case. worth three crore rupees.
Asthana has been accused of taking
bribes to settle a money laundering case
against exporter Moin Qureshi.

The Prime Minister has rightly
stepped in to find ways to contain the
stink in the CBI. Though Congress pres-
ident Rahul Gandhi has accused Asthana
as being the blue-eyed boy of Modi, one

hopes that the Prime Minister will not
give room for any complaint to be lev-
elled against him, will punish the guilty
and act in such a manner that can restore
the CBI to its former glory.

Tharcius S Fernando
Chennai  
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Sir — This refers to the report, “Jaitley’s
daughter was on payroll of fugitive dia-
mantaire Mehul: Rahul” (October 23).
It is unfortunate that the Congress, that
gave us visionary leaders like Mahatma
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Vallabhbhai
Patel, Rajendra Prasad, Subhas Chandra

Bose, among others, is currently head-
ed by a reluctant politician. It is widely
felt that the grand old party is now pass-
ing through its worst phase. It has been
reduced to a little over 40 MPs in the Lok
Sabha that does not even entitle it to the
status of the opposition party needing
minimum 10 per cent of the strength of
the House.

Even with depleted numbers, a
leader with maturity and dignity can
transform the Congress. But sadly,
Congress president Rahul Gandhi’s main
focus is to point fingers at the ruling
party, particularly Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. This time Rahul Gandhi

targetted Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley. He also had accused his daugh-
ter (a lawyer) of being “on the payroll of
fugitive diamantaire Mehul Choksi”.
Apparently, an ICICI bank account
number from which money was alleged-
ly transferred to Jaitley’s daughter was
presented by Rahul Gandhi. No wonder,
even some of the senior leaders in the
Congress do not see Rahul Gandhi as a
prime ministerial material.

M Ratan   
Via mail
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It’s time India realises that it must resolve the
Kashmir dispute through dialogue, in accordance

with the UNSC resolutions.
—Pakistan Prime Minister

IMRAN KHAN

Instead of making comments on India‘s internal
affairs, the Pakistan leadership should look

inwards and address its own issues.
—MEA spokesperson

RAVEESH KUMAR
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John Rockefeller, founder of the
Standard Oil Company had
once said, “Do you know what
gives me pleasure? It’s to see my
dividends coming in?” It is true

that dividends and cash payments that
companies pay to the stockholders
from their earnings are a good news
for both investors and the companies
themselves. It gives a feel-good factor
and communicates the intention and
ability of the company to share its
earnings with the investors instantly.
It also gives clues about the strong fun-
damentals and financials by paying
steady dividends over time with a pos-
sibility to increase them in future.

From the time when companies
were not required to disclose finan-
cial information to the stockholders
to the modern times now, with
increased transparency, dividends
still remain a worthwhile yardstick to
measure a company’s present perfor-
mance and future prospects. But
does that mean that companies which
do not pay out dividends are funda-
mentally weak? However, on the
contrary, they may be growing and
performing extremely well.

Companies can have four differ-
ent dividend policies. First, regular
dividend policy is a type of dividend
policy where investors, who want reg-
ular income, get dividend at a usual
rate. This type of dividend payment
can be maintained only if the com-
pany has a regular earning. Second,
stable dividend policy can be further
classified as constant dividend per
share and constant payout per share.
Third, in irregular dividend policy,
companies do not pay regular divi-
dends to the shareholders. And final-
ly, companies with no dividend pol-
icy may have requirements of funds
for further growth. 

Another approach of dividend
payout is a combination between the
residual and stable dividend policy.
Using this approach, companies tend
to view the debt/equity ratio as a long-
term rather than a short-term goal. In
today’s markets, this approach is
commonly used by companies that
pay dividends. 

Generally, mature companies
with stable earnings issue dividends
as they do not have much options to

reinvest their earnings, and investors,
who are risk-averse and require
steady income associated with divi-
dends, are more likely to buy such
stocks. These type of stocks are ideal
choice for an older or a retired
investor as the risk associated with
these type stock is low. Even young
people who want to balance the
decline in stock price with dividend
can also invest in such stocks. 

Worldwide companies like Apple,
Microsoft, Exxon Mobil, Wells Fargo
and Verizon payout regular dividends.
Indian companies like Coal India,
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation,
Indian Oil Corporation, National
Mineral Development Corporation,
Oracle Financial Services Software
and Hindustan Zinc have the record
of paying the most consistent divi-
dends. Since high- dividend paying
stocks may not be the best, indepen-
dent research before investing in
these stocks is crucial and one should
consider several aspects while invest-
ing in dividend stocks. These include
a healthy track record for regular div-
idends; a higher dividend yield, at least
to beat the inflation; and future
growth prospects. 

Investors need to be careful in
understanding the valuation of divi-
dend stocks. Although, generally the
dividend-yielding stocks are cheaper,
yield-hungry investors might, in
some situations, increase the share
prices. Rushing blindly into a dividend
stock purchase based solely on its yield
is risky, particularly since it could be
the result of a depressed stock price
born of poor operating performance.
This is clear when looking at the for-
mula for dividend yield: Dividend
yield = Dividend/Share Price. If the
dividend amount rises faster than the
share price, the dividend yield can stay
constant or increase. However, while
dividends can grow as an offshoot of
a company’s performance, yield can
also increase if a company’s share price
falls by half. While the former is an
attractive scenario for an investor, the
latter is a blaring red flag.

Additionally, while evaluating a
company’s dividend-paying prac-
tices, investors should examine the
dividend-paying capacity of the firm.
The ratio between a company’s earn-
ings and net dividend paid to the
shareholders — known as dividend
coverage, which is the ratio of earn-
ings per share and dividend per
share — remains a well-used tool for
measuring whether earnings are suf-
ficient to cover dividend payouts. 

A healthy dividend coverage

ratio is between two and three and
when coverage gets thin, odds are
good that there will be a dividend cut,
which can have a dire impact on val-
uation. In practice, however, the cov-
erage ratio becomes a pressing indi-
cator when coverage slips below
about 1.5, at which point prospects
start to look risky. If the ratio is under
one, the company is using its retained
earnings from last year to pay this
year’s dividend. 

At the same time, if the payout
gets very high, say above five, investors
should ask whether management is
withholding excess earnings, not
paying enough cash to shareholders.
Managers who raise their dividends
are telling investors that the course of
business over the coming 12 months
or more will be stable. Further, while
investors tend to view companies that
pay dividends as boring but reliable
stewards of shareholder capital, these
payouts aren’t necessarily the best sign
of a strong company. 

According to a research by
William Thorndike, a private equity
investor, who delved into the manage-
ment habits of top CEOs, contrary to
conventional wisdom, those CEOs
who avoided dividends ultimately
delivered stronger performance. 

While dividends and stock buy-
backs have been the staple demands
of activist investors in the last few years

— as they push company manage-
ments to unlock more value for
shareholders — it can also throw light
on those managers struggling to
unlock growth. Take General Electric
for example, an American stalwart
whose yield at 4.2 per cent seems
attractive, the company has been
struggling with an ongoing restruc-
turing, weakness in operations and
management upheaval. Paying out big
dividends can also be a sign that the
company believes that there isn’t
much to invest within the business
and there are fewer opportunities to
grow by acquiring other companies
or using that cash in any other way.

On the other hand, a company
that is still growing rapidly usually
won’t pay dividends because it wants
to invest as much as possible into fur-
ther growth. Even a mature firm that
believes it will do a better job of
increasing its value by reinvesting its
earnings, will choose not to pay div-
idends. Companies that don’t pay div-
idends might use the money to start
a new project, acquire new assets,
repurchase some of their shares or
even buy out another company.

Firms that choose to reinvest all
of their earnings instead of issuing div-
idends, may also be thinking about
the high potential expense of issuing
new stock. To avoid the risk of need-
ing to raise money this way, they

choose to keep all of their earnings.
A company may also choose not to
pay dividends because the decision to
start paying dividends or to increase
an existing dividend payment is a seri-
ous one. A company that eliminates
or reduces its existing dividend pay-
ment may be viewed unfavourably
and its stock price may decrease. 

The choice to not pay dividends
may be more beneficial to investors
from a tax perspective. Usually divi-
dends are taxable to investors as ordi-
nary income. Some well-known com-
panies that historically have not paid
dividends to shareholders include
Facebook, Alphabet, Amazon,
Biogen, and Tesla. The senior man-
agement of these firms believe that
instead of paying dividends to share-
holders, who may not have enough
investment opportunities to reinvest
their cash dividends, any firm can
reinvest on their behalf instead of pay-
ing out dividends as they would have
better options to reinvest. This can
ultimately be visible in an increased
share price and contribute to capital
appreciation. 

The opportunities available to
firms are reinvesting in their own
operations and pursue organic growth
and acquisition of other companies or
repurchase shares. The proponents
also feel that paying out dividends can
have two disadvantages: Different
investors may desire different levels of
payouts; and a dividend received is
taxed as income, which long-term
investors may not want. Furthermore,
introducing a dividend may turn off
investors who do not want dividends. 

Dividend payment is a great dis-
ciplinarian and brings about a regu-
lation to the management’s investment
decision-making. Holding onto prof-
its and not distributing them to the
shareholders may lead to unhealthy
practices like excessive executive
compensation, and unproductive
uses of assets like over-paying for
acquisitions and further damaging
shareholder value. 

In fact, companies that pay div-
idends tend to be more efficient in
their use of capital than similar com-
panies that do not pay dividends and
are less likely to cook the books. The
bottom line is that dividends matter
significantly and the evidence of
financial well-being of a company in
the form of a dividend check can go
a long way in boosting the morale of
investors. As they say, a bird in hand
is worth two in the bush.

(The writer is Assistant
Professor,Amity University)
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Among the three BJP-ruled States
going to polls in November-
December, all eyes are on Rajasthan

as it seems to be the most vulnerable than
the other two — Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh — for the BJP. The Congress
is upbeat with pre-poll surveys predicting
a win for the party in this State where it
has not returned to power for two decades
and more. In the last eight bye-elections,
the Congress, which was reduced to 21
seats in 2013, was able to win six bye-polls,
including two Assemblies and one
Parliamentary election this year. While the
grand old party’s morale is up after its
recent wins, it has to guard against any
internal sabotage and get more funds. 

The ABP News-CVoter has given the
Congress almost 50 per cent of the vote
share and 142 and 124-138 seats respec-
tively to the two parties in the 200-mem-
ber Assembly. However, a minor swing can
turn the tide in favour of either. 

There are two main chief ministerial
aspirants for the Congress. PCC president
Sachin Pilot has the blessings of Congress
president Rahul Gandhi. Former Chief
Minister Ashok Ghelot is the other serious
contender. The five-time Lok Sabha mem-
ber and two times Chief Minister is look-
ing for a third chance; though the party
high command has not projected any chief
ministerial candidate, fearing sabotage.

The BJP has no such problem, as
Vasundhara Raje is the chief ministerial
candidate despite a decline in her popu-
larity. She has been working hard in the
past few months to recover lost position.
Since the polls are scheduled on December
7, the last among the Assembly polls, the
BJP proposes to field its top leaders in the
final stages and is also hopeful that the
Modi magic will work in the State.

While the BJP might still win the State,
there are problems.  First, there is an anti-
Vasunhdara wave. Raje is facing more anti
incumbency compared to the other two

BJP Chief Ministers.  It is a double wham-
my as the party is ruling both at the Centre
and the State. Even workers and BJP lead-
ers are upset with Raje’s style of function-
ing. She is trying to change this perception. 

Second, there is no Opposition unity
as the State is facing a multi-cornered con-
test unlike earlier when it was a direct fight
between the BJP and the Congress.
Opposition votes might split with the
emergence of a Third Front. Seven parties,
including the Samajwadi Party,
Communist Party of India, Janata Dal
(Secular), Rashtirya Lok Dal, Communist
Party of India (Marxist–Leninist)
Liberation and Communist Party of India
(Marxist) have come together to form
Loktantrik morcha. The Bahujan Samaj
Party is planning to contest solo in all the
200 seats. All these could cut into the BJP
and the Congress votes. 

Third, the Congress is not as weak as
compared to Chhattisgarh and Madhya

Pradesh. It can win comfortably if it plays
its cards well. After all, difference in vote
share is just about two per cent. That is
why a minor swing can upset their poll cal-
culations. 

Fourth, caste factor will play a crucial
role. While negotiating caste equations,
Raje is in a more difficult position.
Traditionally, the BJP has the backing of
Rajputs, Gujjzars and Brahmins. The
Congress has the backing of Jats, Muslims,
SC, ST and Meenas. This is changing. rAJE
faces a formidable challenge in retaining
votes of Rajputs and Gujjars, two of the
BJP’s core supporters. This can upset Raje’s
plans. Gujjars are disenchanted with the
BJP for not providing five per cent reser-
vation in Government jobs and universi-
ties and have edged over to the Congress. 

The BJP has now turned to Meenas,
their archrivals. The Jats, the most influ-
ential community, both in terms of num-
bers and presence in the Assembly, have
long been Congress supporters. 

Fifth, Raje’s woes have increased on
account of the farmer’s agitation, the
High Court stay on Gujjar reservation Bill,
and an Ordinance prohibiting probe
against public servants without sanction,
cow vigilantism and the recent Padmavat
controversy. She has suspended some
welfare schemes like free medicine, start-
ed by her predecessor.  Doctors, teachers
and trading community are unhappy with
her rule. However, it is not all bad news,
as some of her schemes like Bhamashah
Yojana and Jal swavlamban are successful.

Sixth, farmers are at the centre-stage
of this election. Both parties are trying to
woo this community, which forms 70 per
cent of the electorate. To pacify them, Raje
has recently announced complete loan
waiver for 12,000 farmers. Finally, a prop-
er ticket distribution might contain the
internal sabotage. 

It is clear that a win in Rajasthan will
set the tone for the 2019 Lok Sabha poll.
Losing a State in the Hindi heartland will
be a loss of face for the BJP. But still, it is
ready to face it if it can win the other two
States and also Mizoram in the North-East.
For the Congress, any improvement is good
news. Will Raje somehow manage to win
the State in spite of all these? It is a ques-
tion mark and it depends on Dame Luck. 

(The writer is a senior political commen-
tator and syndicated columnist)

Royal battle in Rajasthan

Dividends: Boosting investors’ morale
Dividend payment brings about a regulation to the management’s investment decision-making. The evidence
of financial well-being of a company in the form of a dividend check can go a long way in boosting growth
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It is indeed welcome that the Supreme Court of India,
as well as the Union Government, are on the same
page in relation to the appointment of 6,000 judges for
the lower judiciary. It is now a widely accepted fact
that Indian courts are worryingly overburdened and
the failure to fill up vacancies is impacting justice
delivery as pendency has reached an all-time high.
Justice delayed is, as the adage goes, justice denied.
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The Government is mulling
relaxing norms for setting

up petrol pumps as it is keen on
getting more private players
into fuel retailing so as to
increase competition.

The Oil Ministry has set up
an expert committee to recom-
mend easing of fuel retailing
licensing rules, the Ministry
order said. At present, to obtain
a fuel retailing licence in India,
a company needs to invest �2,000
crore in either hydrocarbon
exploration and production,
refining, pipelines or liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminals.

The expert committee will
“look at various issues related to
the implementation of existing
guidelines for grant of market-
ing authorisation of market
fuels - petrol, diesel and aviation
turbine fuel (ATF),” it said.

The panel would include
renowned economist Kirit
Parikh, former oil secretary G
C Chaturvedi, former Indian
Oil Corp (IOC) chairman and
IIM Ahmedabad Director M A
Pathan. It has been asked to
furnish its report within 60
days after due consultations
with stakeholders.

The panel will “review the
existing architecture and extent
of private sector participation
in retail marketing of major
transportation fuels in the
country,” the order said.

It will “identity entry bar-
riers, if any, for expansion of
retail outlets for private mar-
keting companies.”

State-owned oil market-
ing companies — Indian Oil
Corp (IOC), Bharat Petroleum
Corp Ltd (BPCL) and
Hindustan Petroleum Corp
Ltd (HPCL), currently own

most of 63,498 petrol pumps in
the country.

Reliance Industries, Nayara
Energy — formerly Essar Oil
and Royal Dutch Shell are the
private players in the market
but with limited presence.
Reliance, which operates the
world’s largest oil refining com-
plex, has less than 1,400 outlets.

Nayara has 4,833 while
Shell has just 114 pumps.

BP plc of UK had a couple
of years back secured a licence
to set up 3,500 pumps but has-
n’t yet started doing so. Last
week, French energy giant Total
in a joint venture with Adani
Group announced plans to set
up 1,500 petrol pumps in the
next 10 years.

IOC is the market leader
with 27,325 petrol pumps in
the country, followed by HPCL
with 15,255 outlets and BPCL
at 14,565 fuel stations.

The expert committee will
“assess the need, if any, to fur-
ther liberalise the existing
guidelines for authorisation of
private sector marketing com-
panies,” the order said.

A senior oil ministry offi-
cial said the Government is
keen on getting more private
players in the arena and is will-
ing to relax investment norms
as well as the number of per-
missions needed for setting
up a petrol pump.

The expert group would
make specific recommenda-
tions on the nature of amend-
ments required to the existing
guidelines for grant of a license
to private retailers.

The official said more com-
petition would improve ser-
vices as well as give customer
choice. It may also lead to
retailers vying with each other
to offer the best price.
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Benchmark indices Sensex
and Nifty fell for the fourth

session in a row to hit their over
six-month low levels, dragged
by IT and pharma stocks as
concerns over rupee fall, glob-
al trade war tiff and geo-polit-
ical tensions resurfaced. 

The BSE index ended
287.15 points lower at
33,847.23 — the weakest clos-
ing since April 10, when the 30-
share gauge had settled at
33,880.25. Similarly, the NSE
Nifty dropped 98.45 points to
end at 10,146.80 — its lowest
closing since April 4.

Meanwhile, the rupee
depreciated to 73.82 (intra-
day) against the US dollar,
which too had a negative influ-
ence.

Geo-political concerns
over death of a Saudi journal-
ist, Brexit and likely breach in
Italy’s budget also kept investors
cautious.

“Profit booking in IT &
Pharmaceuticals stocks dragged
the indices lower today. These
two sectors were holding their
ground recently while overall
markets corrected. Investors
choose to book some profits
here as the tailwinds of depre-
ciating currency are slowing,”
said VK Sharma, Head PCG &
Capital Markets Group, HDFC
Securities.

The 30-share index closed
down 287.15 points or 0.84 per
cent at 33,847.23 after hitting a
low of 33,742.75. This is the
weakest closing since April 10
last, when it settled at 33,880.25.
The index had lost 1,028 points
in the previous three sessions.

The broader NSE Nifty too
fell below the 10,200 level by
dropping 98.45 points, or 0.96
per cent, to end at 10,146.80.
Intra-day, it touched  a low of
10,102.35. However, short-cov-
ering by speculators towards the
fag-end helped both the key
indices to trim losses.

“In yet another volatile
trading session, the Indian
equity benchmark indices
ended lower for fourth straight
session, driven largely by weak
global cues... Barring Power &
Realty which ended marginal-
ly higher, all the other sectoral
indices ended in the red with
IT, Healthcare & FMCG being
the top losers, down 1.2-2.8 per
cent. Globally, the Asian &
European indices traded
sharply lower,” experts said.

Overall market sentiment
remained weak largely in sync

with other Asian markets,
tracking overnight losses at
the Wall Street as caution grew
ahead of a slew of earnings
reports this week, brokers said.

On a net basis, foreign
portfolio investors (FPIs) sold
shares of �511.91 crore
Monday, while domestic insti-
tutional investors (DIIs) bought
shares worth �303.21 crore, as
per provisional data.

Asian Paint was among
worst performer in the Sensex
pack, falling 5.21 per cent, fol-
lowed by Sun Pharma at 5.07
per cent after the company
reported a 14.76 per cent fall in
its consolidated net profit to
�506 crore for the September
quarter Monday.

Other laggards included
Wipro, TCS, Infosys, SBI,
Vedanta Ltd, HUL, RIL, M&M,
ICICI Bank, ITC Ltd, Maruti
Suzuki, ONGC, Hero
MotoCorp, HDFC Bank, and
L&T, falling by up to 3.93 per
cent.
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The country’s second-largest
carmaker on Tuesday

relaunched the Santro brand
with which it had entered the
country 20 years ago with an
all-new model. The ‘All New
Santro’ as Hyundai is calling the
car will retail from �3.89 lakh
for the base D-Lite variant and
go up to �5.46 lakh for the
automated manual transmis-
sion (AMT); which offers a
clutchless drive; Sportz variant.
The new Santro which will sit
above the Eon and below the
Grand i10 in the Hyundai
small car line-up is expected to
compete with Maruti-Suzuki’s
WagonR, reigniting the old
marketing conflict from 17
years ago when Hyundai had
launched the initial Santro and
Maruti brought in the first-gen-
eration WagonR. The Santro
will also go up against the
Maruti-Suzuki Celerio and Tata
Motors’ Tiago. 

Hyundai Motors is betting
big on the new Santro, and
expects monthly sales to top
10,000 units shortly. “We
believe the prices of the new
Santro are extremely compet-
itive and with features that we
are offering including a best-in-
class modern AMT, touch-
screen infotainment system
and rear-parking camera, con-
sumers will choose us over our
rivals”, Hyundai Motor India,
Managing Director, YK Koo
told The Pioneer. To reinforce
the brand, Hyundai also
brought in the Santro’s initial
brand-ambassador and
Bollywood superstar Shah
Rukh Khan. “My association
with Hyundai Motors is one of

the longest associations in the
world. I was very sad when
Hyundai withdrew the Santro
in 2014, but I am really excit-
ed about this new car”, Khan
said, but added that he was yet
to drive the car.

While the new Santro will
give a fillip to Hyundai’s sales,
the company is struggling to
cope with demand, especially
for the extremely popular Creta
SUV with manufacturing
expansion plans put off yet
again. According to Koo, addi-
tional demand will be met with
process enhancements that will
raise Hyundai’s annual pro-
duction at their Sriperumbudur
plant outside Chennai to high-
er than 750,000 units.
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Economic Advisory Council
to the Prime Minister

(EAC-PM) member Surjit
Bhalla on Tuesday said the
four years of the Modi
Government are the ‘best years’
of the Indian economy and
favoured more key reforms
needed to be undertaken.

Bhalla also said although the
macroeconomic parameters
have shown good performance
in the last four years, there are
concerns about bad loans, and
part of the problem can be
attributed to the RBI Monetary
Policy Committee’s (MPC) deci-
sion to keep interest rates high.

“If you look at any macro
parameters then these (Modi
government’s four years) are
the best four years of the Indian
economy...So without a doubt,
the macro performance is bet-
ter, that is not to say everything
is working or everything is
fine,” he said in an interview.

The EAC-PM member also
observed that the rupee fall has
not been beneficial for the
Indian exports.
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Leading stock exchange BSE
will introduce weekly

futures and options contracts
on Sensex 50 index from
Friday.

The bourse will introduce
7 weekly futures and options
contracts expiring on every
Thursday of the week, exclud-
ing monthly expiry week, BSE
— formerly known as Bombay
Stock Exchange — said in a cir-
cular.

In case Thursday is a hol-
iday, then contract expiry will
be on the working day prior to
that. New serial weekly future
and options contracts will be
introduced after expiry of the
respective week’s contract, it
added.

“The exchange shall intro-

duce weekly futures and
options contracts on  S&P BSE
Sensex 50 index with effect
from October 26, 2018,” the
bourse noted.

This index was launched in
December 2016 to measure
the performance of the 50
largest BSE-listed companies.

Derivative in financial
markets typically refers to a for-
ward, future, option or any
other hybrid contract of pre-
determined fixed duration,
linked for the purpose of con-
tract fulfilment to the value of
a specified real or financial
asset or to an index of securi-
ties.

Broadly, there are two types
of derivative contracts —
futures and options. A futures
contract means a legally bind-
ing agreement to buy or sell the
underlying security on a future
date, while options contract
gives the buyer or holder of the
contract the right (but not the
obligation) to buy or sell the
underlying asset at a pre-deter-
mined price within or at the
end of a specified period.
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Leading
Capital

G o o d s
(CG) pro-
d u c e r s
from the
across the
g l o b e
inked 38
MoUs with leading Indian steel
companies envisaging reduc-
tion in imports of CGs meant
for the steel sector worth
�39,400 crore by promoting
manufacturing of capital goods
in the country. The MoUs were
signed at a Conclave in
Bhubaneswar which was orga-
nized by Ministry of Steel,
Government of India in asso-
ciation with Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII) and
MECON.

The National Steel Policy -
2017 envisages creation of 300
million tonnes (MT) of steel
capacity in the country by

2030-31 as against existing 130
MT. The estimated import of
plant and equipment, for reach-
ing 300 MT capacity, will be
around $25 billion. Further, for
meeting the spares require-
ment, it is estimated that at 300
MT capacity level, India will
have to spend about $500 mil-
lion annually for import of pro-
prietary and other spares. 

In his keynote address
Chief Minister of Odisha,
Naveen Patnaik, said the MoUs
inked today for the CG sector
has the potential of trans-
forming India into a world-
class manufacturing hub. 
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Union Steel Minister
Chaudhary Birender Singh

on Tuesday said foreign com-
panies can immensely benefit
by setting up manufacturing
units in India as the country has
set a target to produce 300 mil-
lion tonne of steel by 2030-31.

Singh said this while
addressing a conclave on
Capital Goods for Steel Sector
here. The conclave was attend-
ed by 28 participants from dif-
ferent foreign countries.

“In view of the proposed
additional capacity in the next
10-12 years, Indian steel indus-
try is expected to invest 128 bil-
lion USD for creation of new
capacity,” Singh said adding
that India will have to import
large number of critical plants
and equipment valued almost
25 billion $to meet needs of its
steel industry by 2030-31.

The Steel minister said
spares worth over 500 million
USD will have to be imported
every year to meet the needs of
India’s steel industry by 2030-31.
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New Delhi: Online jewellery startup Melorra aims nearly five times jump
in its revenue at �40 crore in the current fiscal on bullish demand from
non-metro cities, founder and chief executive Saroja Yeramilli said on
Tuesday. The company, which sells contemporary lightweight jewellery in
gold, diamond and coloured stones, had clocked a revenue of �8.5 crore in
the first year (2017-18) of its business, she added. “Much of the demand is
coming from non-metro cities. We are getting orders from smaller cities
and adding 100 new cities for delivery every month. We expect our
revenue to touch �40 crore this fiscal,” Yeramilli told PTI. With rise in
internet and smart phones users, the company expects revenue to touch
�100 crore mark in the next fiscal and start making profits from 2021
onwards, she said. The company’s unique selling point is affordable rates,
modern designs and quality of gold and diamonds from recognised
agencies, she added. That apart, the Bengaluru-based company does not
carry any inventory as it makes gold jewellery on order and delivers to
customers with a return policy in 30 days and lifetime exchange of
jewellery at prevailing rates of gold. On investment plans, Yeramilli, who
had once headed sales division at Tata group jewellery brand Tanishq, said
the jewellery start-up has already raised USD 12 million from a venture
capitalist, out of which USD 8 million has been spent on the business. “We
still have funds. We will invest that and later look for more funds. Funding
has not been a problem. Investors are keen to invest in our company,” she
said. Asked if the company would go offline, Yeramilli said: “There are no
plans to set up retail outlets. Melorra is an internet brand and it will remain
like that.”
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Seoul: LG Electronics said on Tuesday it plans to beef up its presence

in premium products in India as it looks to increase the share of the seg-
ment in overall sales and boost profit margins.  The South Korean electronics
giant also emphasised that the recent hike in customs duties by India on LED
panels  imposed customs duty hike on LED panels in India would not have
a significant impact on its profit margins from the country. Premium prod-
ucts presently account for 30 per cent of LG's global sales, including in India,
but it plans to enhance this to 50 per cent with a renewed focus on the seg-
ment and a series of fresh launches.  Addressing a delegation of visiting jour-
nalists from India, LG Group senior vice-president, head of Appliance
Overseas Sales & Marketing, Chris Jung said the revenue growth of LG
Electronics in India “will be great”.  He noted that the company will have
to compete with Chinese firms on their price competitiveness, and there-
fore it is investing heavily in research and development. Asked about LG
Electronics’ threat perception from the presence of Chinese firms in a price
sensitive market like India, Jung said: "The Chinese won't catch up so soon.
In the future they may get to where we are now but we are not sitting idle,
we will also be moving forward.”
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South Korean auto major
Hyundai Tuesday relaunched

its once popular hatchback,
Santro, in a new avatar in India,
with introductory prices rang-
ing between �3.89 lakh and
�5.64 lakh (ex-showroom). The
company, which operates in
the country through its wholly-
owned subsidiary Hyundai
Motor India Ltd (HMIL), had
discontinued the previous
Santro model in December
2014.

The new car, which is pow-
ered by a four-cylinder 1.1 litre
petrol engine, comes with auto-
mated manual transmission
(AMT) and factory-fitted CNG
fuel options.

The manual variants of the
car are priced between �3.89
lakh and �5.45 lakh. The two
CNG trims are tagged at �5.23
lakh and �5.64 lakh while the
two variants with automated
gear shift are priced at �5.18 lakh
and �5.46 lakh (all prices ex-
showroom). The previous
Santro was priced in the range
of �3.09 lakh to �4.15 lakh
when it was discontinued in
2014.

The new introductory
prices would be for the first
50,000 customers. HMIL has
already received online book-
ings for over 23,500 units in the
last 13 days. “We have invested
over �700 crore (USD 100 mil-
lion) on the development of this
model over the last three years.
The new Santro has been

designed in our R&D centre in
Namyang (South Korea) and it
will help us consolidate position
in the mid-compact segment,”
HMIL managing director and
CEO YK Koo told reporters
here. The new model would
cater to first time buyers as well
as entry level customers, he
added. “It is a very important
model for Hyundai. We are
looking at sales of around 8,000-
9,000 units per month to start
with," Koo said. He added that
the all-new Santro is a true
example of Hyundai’s Made in
India philosophy and a shining
result of numerous product
clinics and rigorous durability
test on various terrains in India.

“Our R&D centre in
Nanyang ( South Korea),
Chennai and Hyderabad have
put strong efforts for product
supremacy and utmost cus-
tomer delight,” Koo said.

The all-new Santro will be
competing with the likes of
Maruti Suzuki's WagonR,

Celerio and Tata Motors' Tiago
in the mid-compact segment
which is about 30,000 units a
month. When asked about
export plans for the model,
Koo said the company would
start overseas shipments from
next year and is aiming to begin
with 15,000-20,000 units per
annum.

The company is eyeing
markets like South Africa,
Vietnam and Latin America to
start exports of new Santro, he
added. The new Santro comes
with a localisation level of 90 per
cent. It  comes with various fea-
tures including rear parking
camera, voice recognition, rear
AC vents and eco coating tech-
nology, among others.

Safety features include ABS
with EBD and impact sensing
auto door unlock. As per the
company, the petrol manual
and AMT versions of the hatch-
back would return a fuel effi-
ciency of 20.3 km per litre
while the CNG trims would
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The government is mulling relaxing
norms for setting up petrol pumps as

it is keen on getting more private play-
ers into fuel retailing so as to increase
competition.

The Oil Ministry has set up an
expert committee to recommend easing
of fuel retailing licensing rules, the
ministry order said.

At present, to obtain a fuel retailing
licence in India, a company needs to
invest �2,000 crore in either hydrocar-
bon exploration and production, refin-
ing, pipelines or liquefied natural gas
(LNG) terminals.

The expert committee will “look at
various issues related to the implemen-
tation of existing guidelines for grant of
marketing authorisation of market fuels
- petrol, diesel and aviation turbine fuel
(ATF)”, it said.

The panel would include renowned
economist Kirit Parikh, former oil sec-
retary G C Chaturvedi, former Indian
Oil Corp (IOC) chairman and IIM
Ahmedabad director M A Pathan.

It has been asked to furnish its report
within 60 days after due consultations
with stakeholders.

The panel will “review the existing
architecture and extent of private sector
participation in retail marketing of
major transportation fuels in the coun-
try”, the order said.

It will “identity entry barriers, if any,
for expansion of retail outlets for private
marketing companies”.

State-owned oil marketing compa-
nies - Indian Oil Corp (IOC), Bharat
Petroleum Corp Ltd (BPCL) and
Hindustan Petroleum Corp Ltd (HPCL),

currently own most of 63,498 petrol
pumps in the country.

Reliance Industries, Nayara Energy
- formerly Essar Oil and Royal Dutch
Shell are the private players in the mar-
ket but with limited presence. Reliance,
which operates the world’s largest oil
refining complex, has less than 1,400
outlets.

Nayara has 4,833 while Shell has just
114 pumps.

BP plc of UK had a couple of years
back secured a licence to set up 3,500
pumps but hasn't yet started doing so.
Last week, French energy giant Total in
a joint venture with Adani Group
announced plans to set up 1,500 petrol
pumps in the next 10 years.

IOC is the market leader with
27,325 petrol pumps in the country, fol-
lowed by HPCL with 15,255 outlets and
BPCL at 14,565 fuel stations.

The expert committee will “assess
the need, if any, to further liberalise the
existing guidelines for authorisation of
private sector marketing companies”, the
order said.

A senior oil ministry official said the
government is keen on getting more pri-
vate players in the arena and is willing
to relax investment norms as well as the
number of permissions needed for set-
ting up a petrol pump.

The expert group would make spe-
cific recommendations on the nature of
amendments required to the existing
guidelines for grant of a license to pri-
vate retailers.

The official said more competition
would improve services as well as give
customer choice. It may also lead to
retailers vying with each other to offer
the best price.
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As the Vatican copes with the growing clergy
sex abuse scandal and declining number of

priests worldwide, it is laying the groundwork to
open formal debate on an issue that has long been
taboo: opening up the priesthood to married men
in parts of the world where clergy are scarce.

Pope Francis has convened a meeting of
South American bishops next year focusing on
the plight of the church in the Amazon, a vast
territory served by far too few priests.  During
that synod, the question of ordaining married
men of proven virtue — so-called “viri probati”
— is expected to figure on the agenda. This
week, a two-hour documentary on Italian tele-
vision is likely to contribute to the conversation. 

“The Choice: Priests and Love” profiles more
than a dozen men in four European countries
who are either living clandestinely with women,
have created their own unsanctioned church
communities where married priests preside at
Mass, or left the Catholic priesthood altogeth-
er to marry.”
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China warned on Tuesday it
would ‘never accept any

form of blackmail’ after US
President Donald Trump said
his decision to withdraw from
a nuclear pact with Russia was
also linked to Beijing’s arsenal.

China is not a signatory to
the Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF),
which the United States signed
with the then-Soviet Union in
the 1980s, but Trump said
Monday that Beijing should be
included in the accord.

The landmark treaty was
signed by Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev and led to
nearly 2,700 short- and medium-
range missiles being eliminated.
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Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan on Tuesday said that

the ‘savage murder’ of journalist
Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi con-
sulate in Istanbul was meticu-
lously planned, demanding that all
those linked to the killing face
punishment.

Erdogan had promised that his
speech in Ankara would give the
‘naked truth’ about the killing
and he gave a host of new details
while still saying Turkey wanted
answers to key questions, includ-
ing who gave the orders.

Hours before Erdogan deliv-
ered his speech to ruling party law-
makers in Ankara, a major Saudi
investment forum opened in
Riyadh under the heavy shadow of
the murder after key delegates
pulled out.

The murder of the
Washington Post contributor has
severely dented the international
reputation of Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman who has
spearheaded a reform drive in the
kingdom.

With international pressure
mounting, Saudi Arabia’s cabinet on
Tuesday said it would hold account-
able all those behind the murder “no
matter who they may be”.

Erdogan outlined the steps
taken by what he said was a 15 per-
son team who came from Riyadh
planning to kill Khashoggi, includ-
ing carrying out reconnaissance out-
side Istanbul and then deactivating
security cameras at the consulate.

He said that 18 suspects
already detained by Saudi Arabia
should be extradited to Istanbul to
face trial over the killing and

called for an investigation into
those who have ‘even the slightest
link’ to the ‘savage murder’.

But Erdogan did not confirm
or even mention some of the most
striking claims that appeared in the
Turkish press over the last days,
notably that Khashoggi’s body was
cut up into multiple pieces or that
there is an audio recording of the
murder. The president himself
admitted that several questions
remain unanswered.

“These (15) people, from
whom did they get orders and
came there? We are seeking
answers,” he asked.

Taking aim at the inconsistent
position of Riyadh in the days after
the murder he added: “Why when
the murder was clear, why were so
many inconsistent statements
made?” 

Erdogan did not mention
Prince Mohammed by name in the

speech. But he said he was confi-
dent of the full cooperation of his
father Saudi King Salman in the
probe and vowed full retribution
for all the guilty.

“The conscience of humanity
will only be satisfied when those
who ordered (the murder) and
those who carried it out answer for
their actions.” 

He said no Saudi linked to the
murder should enjoy diplomatic
immunity as set out by the Vienna
Convention.

“The Vienna Convention and
other international regulations
don”t allow for a savage murder to
be protected from investigation by
diplomatic immunity.” 

Erdogan’s statements still
appeared to contradict the version of
Saudi Arabia, which only confirmed
the killing more than two weeks after
the event and indicated he was
killed in a brawl at the consulate.
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Ankara: Saudi officials murdered
journalist Jamal Khashoggi in their
Istanbul consulate after plotting his
death for days, Turkey’s president
said Tuesday, contradicting Saudi
Arabia”s explanation that the writer
was accidentally killed.

He demanded that the king-
dom reveal the identities of all
involved, regardless of rank.

President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan also said he wants Saudi
Arabia to allow 18 suspects that it
detained for the Saudi’s killing to be
tried in Turkish courts, setting up
further complications with the
Saudi Government, which has said
it is conducting its own investigation
and will punish those involved.AP
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Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe makes a rare trip to

China this week hoping
improved relations will lead to
new economic partnerships,
as the two countries come
under US pressure on trade.

The visit is the first by a
Japanese Premier since 2011 and
is part of a years-long process of
repairing ties in the wake of a dis-
astrous falling-out in 2012, when
Tokyo ‘nationalised’ disputed
islands claimed by Beijing.

The incident prompted
anti-Japanese riots in China,
and kicked off a frosty spell that
has only gradually and recent-
ly begun to thaw.
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President Donald Trump has
warned that the United

States will increase its nuclear
arsenal until other nations
‘come to their senses’, days
after he said the US would pull
out of a Cold war era arms con-
trol treaty with Russia.

Trump has confirmed that
he would withdraw the US from
the Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces (INF) treaty with Russia
that limited the number of mis-
siles in the two nations, accus-
ing Moscow of violating the deal.

The treaty was one of those
agreements and is set to expire
in the next two years. The 1987
pact helps protect the security
of the US and its allies in
Europe and the Far East.

“We will build it (nuclear

arsenal) up. Until people come
to their senses — Russia has not
adhered to the agreement. This
should have been done years ago. 

“Until people come to their
senses — we have more money
than anybody else by far, we”ll
build it up until they come to
their senses,” Trump told
reporters at the White House.

The US now wants to leave
the INF. “I”m terminating the
agreement because they violat-
ed the agreement. I’m termi-
nating the agreement,” he said.

Reiterating that Russia had
violated the treaty, he said, “They
have not adhered to the spirit of
that agreement or to the agree-
ment itself, Russia — China's not
as good at the agreement, they
should be. But until they get
smart, there’s nobody that’s going
to be even close to us.”
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Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin says
that the US and six other West Asian coun-

tries are taking action to expose and disrupt ter-
rorist activities being conducted by the Taliban
and Iran to undermine the government of
Afghanistan.

Mnuchin says the seven countries have des-
ignated nine individuals associated with the
Taliban and their Iranian sponsors for sanctions.
The seven nations make up the Terrorist
Financing Targeting Center which has an oper-
ations center in Saudi Arabia.

Mnuchin met with the crown prince of
Saudi Arabia on Monday after announcing last
week that he would not attend an investment
conference in Saudi Araba following the death
of a journalist in the Saudi consulate in
Turkey.

The administration sees Saudi Arabia as a
key ally in its sanctions campaign against Iran.
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The Indira Gandhi

National Open University
has announced the BEd pro-
gramme for the January, 2019
session. The applicants can
submit the forms through
online mode only at
https://onlineadmission.ignou.
ac.in/admission/.

The BEd Programme,
recognised by the NCTE
(National Council for Teacher
Education), is essentially a
judicious mix of theoretical
and practical courses to devel-
op in a practicing teacher
appropriate knowledge, skills,
understanding and attitudes.

Duration: Two years
Medium of instruction:

English & Hindi
Selection process: The

admission to this programme
is on the basis of an entrance
test to be conducted in
December, 2018. The date for
the same will be announced
shortly.

Eligibility criterion:
�At least 50 per cent marks
either in the Bachelor’s degree
and /or in the Master’s degree
in Sciences/ Social Sciences/
Commerce/ Humanity.
Bachelors in Engineering or
Technology with specialisa-
tion in Science and
Mathematics with 55 per cent
marks or any other qualifica-
tions equivalent thereto.
� The following categories
are eligible to be students of
BEd (ODL):

Trained in-service teach-
ers in elementary education

Candidates who have
completed a NCTE recog-
nised teacher education pro-
gramme through face-to face
mode.
�The reservation and relax-
ation of 5 per cent marks in
minimum eligibility will be
provided to SC/ST/OBC
(Non-creamy layer)/PWD

candidates as per the rules of
the Central Government.
�The reservation to kashmiri
migrants and war window
candidates will be provided as
per University rules.

Important dates:
November 15, 2018. 
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A new course in
Diplomacy and International
Security has been launched at
the University of Strathclyde,
United Kingdom, for which
the admissions are open. It
will be led by academics from
three schools in Strathclyde’s
Faculty of Humanities &
Social  Sciences —
Humanities, Government &
Public Policy and Law.

It will offer valuable
grounding for careers in areas
including fields including gov-
ernment, non-governmental
organisations, international
agencies, journalism, think
tanks and law. Distinguished
diplomatic and foreign policy
practitioners will contribute to
the programme and students
will have the opportunity to
visit  the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office in
London.

Duration: Full-time over
12 months or part-time over
24 months.

The course begins in
September 2019. For further
information, email to: hass-pg-
e n qu i r i e s @ s t rat h . a c . u k ;
https://www.strath.ac.uk/cours
es/postgraduatetaught/diplo-
macyinternationalsecurity/
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The Cambridge Assessment
English has signed a Letter of

Intent with Shri Ramasamy
Memorial University, (SRM
University), Sikkim, to develop the
English language skills by offering
Business English qualifications
(BEC) to the students to enhance
their employability. 

The LOI was signed by Prof
Satish Kumar, registrar, SRM
University Sikkim, and Liam Vint,
deputy director global network,
and TK Arunachalam, regional
director, South Asia, Cambridge

Assessment English. Talking about
the collaboration, Prof Kumar said:
“We are working on the possibili-
ty to integrating BEC into our reg-
ular curriculum and set up a cen-
ter of excellence that will benefit the
student community in Sikkim.”

These exams open doors to
higher education, improve
employment opportunities, and
increase choice of study or workfor
the students. 

With a Cambridge English
Certificate, the student will be able
to prove his/her English language
skills to universities, employers
and governments around the world.
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The Amazon’s Kindle Direct
Publishing (KDP) Pen to

Publish Contest which cele-
brates the work of self-pub-
lished authors, across all genres,
will launch its second edition this
year. The contest is now open to
writers in Hindi and Tamil lan-
guages in addition to English. 

KDP is a fast, free and easy
service for authors to self-pub-
lish their books in digital format
to a global audience and receive
up to 70 per cent royalties on the
sale of their eBooks. At present,
nearly 20 per cent of the top 100
books on the India Kindle Store
are self-published through KDP.

Winning prize: Winning

authors in each language for
long-form content (more than
10,000 words) will awarded �5
lakh and a merchandising deal
for the winning work, as well as
one-on-one mentoring by pop-
ular author.

The contest will also accept
entries for short-form content
(between 2000 to 10,000 words)
in Hindi, Tamil and English lan-
guages. Winners in the short-
form segment, one for each
language, will win �50,000 each.
All shortlisted finalists across
both forms of contents win a
Kindle E-reader. 

Selection: In addition to
customer feedback, contest
entries will be judged on cre-
ativity, originality and quality of
writing. Up to five finalists will
be short-listed for each lan-
guage and content form combi-
nation, and one winner will be
selected from each segment.
The judging panel for the con-
test includes best-selling authors
Ashwin Sanghi, Rashmi Bansal,
Divya Prakash Dubey, Sundari
Venkatraman and Pa Raghavan.

How to apply: To partici-
pate, authors need to publish
their original and new work

through Kindle Direct
Publishing on Amazon.in from
November 10, 2018 to February
9, 2019.

The contest is open for sub-
missions of original and previ-
ously unpublished content across
all genres in English, Hindi and
Tamil languages. Participants
need to visit kdp.amazon.com to
self-publish their book on ama-
zon.in while enrolling it in KDP
Select programme. All eBooks
entering the contest will be
available on Kindle as well as the
free Kindle app for iPhone,
iPad, Android phones and
tablets, PC and Mac as well as
Kindle E-readers. For more
information, authors can visit
www.amazon.in/pentopublish.
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Booking.com, one of the
world’s largest travel e-com-

merce companies and a digital
technology leader, has revealed
the first set of findings from its
‘Women in Tech’ research. The
research aims to provide per-
ceptions, experiences and ambi-
tions of women in India with
respect to career opportunities
in tech.

The research was conduct-
ed among women who work in
tech and female students inter-
ested in pursuing a career in the
industry. It revealed that 90 per
cent of Indian women believe
their gender positively impacts
their ability to pursue a career in
technology, the highest across all
markets surveyed. Around 25
per cent citing that job require-
ments in tech are a fit for
women’s natural skillsets. 

Another 25 per cent felt that
career opportunities in tech are
advertised as much to women as
to men. The presence of female
decision makers in the industry
is especially acknowledged by
girls in high school, with 29 per
cent of those surveyed citing this
as a reason they had a positive
outlook on careers in the indus-
try. Reasons why women feel
their gender would positively
impact a career in tech:

�The Tech Appeal: Women in
India are drawn to the tech
industry for a myriad of reasons.
They consider it to be innova-
tive (45 per cent), creative (45
per cent), exciting (32 per cent)
and inspiring (32 per cent).
The latter two attributes are the
top factors that draw high school
girls and undergraduates to
build a career in tech. 

Early exposure to certain
skills and subjects have influ-
enced the career choices of 88
per cent of the women surveyed.

They believe this early exposure
plays a significant role in driving
their professional choices. The
research highlights that Indian
women are much more likely to
follow in the career footsteps of
their parents (64 per cent versus.
40 per cent global average).

�Factors defining a dream
job: Around 93 per cent of
women in India believe that a
role will qualify as their ‘dream
job’ when it offers work that
inspires them. This is followed
by a job that poses challenges (91
per cent) and a job that provides
them with a chance to carve
their own path (90 per cent). 

Other factors include a high
pay scale (90 per cent) and work
that aligns with their natural
skillset (89 per cent). However,
for 95 per cent of high school
girls and undergraduates, work
that inspires them is the prime
motivator & consideration for a
role to qualify as their dream job.

Despite the positive outlook,
women also have some reser-
vations about the technology
industry and at certain-touch
points in their pursuit of a
career in tech, have seen being
female as more detrimental.
More than four in five women
say they face more challenges to
enter (82 per cent), grow and
succeed (83 per cent) in certain
careers than men.

“To empower women to
truly succeed in tech, we, as an
industry, have an opportunity to
do more. This includes putting
forth more female role models,
eliminating gender bias that
starts right from the recruitment
process before a woman is even
hired, and investing in initiatives
that spotlight the industry as
attractive and welcoming at all
stages, from new entrants up to
the most senior leadership,”
Gillian Tans, CEO at
Booking.com, said.
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Exciting new technologies are
touching our lives every day and
promise to transform the way

patients are treated and new cures
developed in the near future. Artificial
intelligence, robotics, big data,
blockchain and connected devices are
continuing to ensure that clinical diag-
nosis and even surgeries can be per-
formed from remote locations. 

Mobile technology and conver-
gence have enabled consumers to track
personal health indicators on the go
while Big data analytics, cloud tech-
nology and proliferating data capture
devices have shown the potential to
streamline the management of massive
patient records and statistics. Cheaper
storage, smaller processing chipsets and
longer battery lives are behind much of
this explosion of disruptive scenarios.
Indeed, the IT worker is the person best
placed to take advantage and benefit her
career.

Given below are some of the com-
monest roles IT professionals can play
in healthcare system operations and
delivery.
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The role of the clinical informatics

specialist is to analyse data and infor-
mation and gather sense of collective
records — trends, outcomes of partic-
ular therapies and drugs, financial
accounting for managerial inputs and
so on. Information must be mined to
put it into actionable deliverables for
service at the frontline of clinical
engagement. 

A course in Big Data Analytics and
basic statistics is a must for this pro-
fessional. Although, there are practical
obstacles to the implementation and
interoperability of Electronic Health
Records in India due to deficient inter-
net penetration and availability of 24 x
7 power in semi-urban and rural
townships and expenses involved, the
Government has been working towards
uniform adoption of ICT (Health
Informatics using the Aadhaar as the
universal identifier) in public hospitals
and private hospitals are likely to fol-
low suit, especially when faced with the
prospect of increased efficiency and
reduced overhead.
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Different healthcare organisations

need to be able to interpret each
other’s health records and for this, inter-
operable systems need a standard pro-
tocol to converse with each other. The
Health Level-7 (HL7), Systematised
Nomenclature of Medicine — Clinical
Terms  (SNOMED CT) and Digital
Imaging and Communications in
Medicine (DICOM) are the standard
used in healthcare. With the rise in dig-
italisation and e-health records, the role
of the analyst will be to troubleshoot,
monitor and maintain of all organisa-
tion interface, while developers will be
required to resolve different data algo-
rithms to interact with each other.
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This professional oversees all lev-

els of operation and workflow in a

healthcare organisation — from the
patient to doctors, clinicians and
supporting specialists such as phys-
iotherapists and outpatient care
providers. The analyst will usually
oversee the transformation of work
processes from one entity to another
and form the translation bridge
between clinical workflow and appli-
cation functionality.
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Analysts and developers need to be

constantly on their toes to match
changes in technology that affect their
business. They will typically need to be
walked through medical processes and
workflows while conducting their daily
operations. Hence, application trainers
are in great demand to maintain effi-
cient healthcare IT systems.
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The role of data scientist is to

analyse and interpret the trends or
pattern in complex data using sta-
tistical, machine learning, deep learn-

ing techniques. 
According to a World Bank report,

there will be a shortage of 80.2 million
workers in healthcare by 2030 and a
study by CII and the Boston Consulting
Group concludes that 40 million new
jobs in this sector, in India, would be
up for grabs by 2020. IT systems are
indispensable to healthcare even now.
Big names such as Oracle Corporation,
Allscripts, Cognizant, Dell, GE
Healthcare, IBM and Syntel have invest-
ed heavily in Enterprise Resource
Planning systems customised for
healthcare. Randstad Insights reports
that the average annual CTC of phar-
ma and healthcare professionals across
all levels and functions in India is �9.6
lakh a year.

To cope with the changing trends
and to bridge the gap between the
demand and availability of skilled
healthcare professionals in the indus-
try, many institutes have been provid-
ing healthcare management educa-
tion with a touch of information tech-
nology and digital knowledge for stu-

dents to efficiently manage and succeed
in the changing trends in healthcare. 

With the healthcare sector wit-
nessing great growth and expansion at
the moment, graduates are open to pur-
suing a variety of career paths in the seg-
ment and management institutes are at
the responsibility of offering pro-
grammes that address the growing
need and demand for well-trained
efficient personnel.

Overall, a career in the healthcare
sector today looks very promising for
students as the modern advance-
ments have increased the employ-
ment possibilities to an entirely new
level. But what is required is that the
healthcare professionals should be
well-prepared with the digital knowl-
edge to increase the efficiency of the
healthcare solutions, which can be
done by means of attaining high-
quality health management education
with a cutting-edge curriculum that
meets the current trends. 
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The National Board of Examination (NBE) has
announced the date of Foreign Medical

Gradate Exam (FMGE) for students. This com-
puter-based exam is scheduled to be held on
December 14, 2018 at various test centres across
the country.

FMGE exam is conducted twice a year in
June and December. Foreign medical graduates,
who are unable to clear the exam in the first
attempt, in June, can reappear for it in December.
However, with the dissolving of Medical Council
of India (MCI), uncertainties were looming over
the schedule of this exam. But the notification
from NBE has cleared the air for many foreign
medical graduates wanting to practice as doctors
in India.

Each year, more than 10,000 appear for
FMGE exam and June 2018 has seen a spike in
the percentage of students clearing it.  “FMGE
exam can be taken any number of times untill
it is cleared. It is not too difficult to crack but
you need a lot of revision and at least three to
four months’ time of focussed preparation. If
these two are combined, it can be cracked in one
go. Clinical part is easy to crack as there is a lot
of learning during clinical rotations while the
other part of FMGE exam is difficult because it
required thorough study to score well,” Vijay, a
student who cleared FMGE exam in June 2018,
says.

“Post MCI dissolution, there was a lot of con-
fusion over the scheduling of this exam, and if
there’s any change in the process. Now the
announcement of this exam date means that the
status quo remains as far as FMGs like me are
concerned, which is good news,” Srivatsan, a stu-
dent of caribbean-based Texila America
University who is appearing for this exam in
December, tells you.
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The Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT) and
Center for Development of Advanced

Computing (C-DAC) have signed an MoU
recently to offer skill development courses in
local Indian languages. 

The MoU was signed and exchanged by Dr
Sathiyanarayanan, registrar, VIT, and Natarajan,
authorised regional coordinator, C-DAC GIST
PACE, in the presence of Dr Anand A Samuel,
VC, VIT; Dr Aswani Kumar Cherukuri, dean,
School of Information Technology &
Engineering (SITE) and faculty members.

As part of this MoU, C-DAC Pune will pro-
vide necessary software and course materials
in Indian languages to VIT. These courses
include Office Automation, Tally ERP9 with
GST, Computer Programming, Computer
Applications, Mobile Application Development,
Desk Top Publishing, Multi Media and
Animation, Hardware & Networking, Digital

Marketing and many others.
Students, who have passed Class X and

above, can apply for certificate Programmes and
those who have passed Class XII (10+2) and
above, can apply for diploma programmes. 

The programme is targeted towards skilling
the youth in and around Vellore as a livelihood
mission who will benefit by undergoing these
Courses. “This programme will benefit het-

erogeneous section of society to get hands-on
experience in computing for career develop-
ment or self-employment opportunity. This
programme is likely to cover candidates with
no academic education and few programmes
are open to all. Candidates who know their
Mother tongue can confidently learn and earn
through the various courses offered by this
Undertaking,” Natarajan said.
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Fully funded PhD
Research Scholarships are
available for overseas stu-
dents at Lancaster
University in UK, 2018-19.

Eligibility: Candidates
will be assessed based on the
following criteria: Potential
for an original contribution.
Evidence of scholarly ability:
Clear and concise descrip-
tion of the study; Awareness
of current literature in the
field; Understanding of
research methodology
appropriate for an early
stage postgraduate student;
A research project that can
be completed within the
timeframe allowed for a
PhD. All students are wel-
come to apply, whether you
are from the UK, EU or
overseas. English language
requirements: If English is
not your first language then
you will need to show that
your English language skills
are at a high enough level to
succeed in your studies.

How to apply: Simply
create an account on the My
Applications website and
then select — Create a new
application from your
homepage once you are
logged-in. In addition, com-
plete and return the Faculty
Scholarship Application
Form 2019 to the appropri-
ate departmental contact
below.

The Cold
War in Global

Perspectives: Dr Marco
Wyss (m.wyss-at-
lancaster.ac.uk); Family
Justice: Professor Karen
Broadhurst (k.broadhurst-at-
lancaster.ac.uk); Phonetics:
Dr Sam Kirkham
(s.kirkham-at-
lancaster.ac.uk)

Application deadline:
March 1, 2019

Applications are invit-
ed for fully-funded
(Home/EU Rate) PhD stu-
dentship (Fixed Term) at
University of Cambridge in
the UK. This studentship is
available for overseas stu-
dents.

Eligibility: Applicants
should have (or expect to be
awarded) an upper second
or first class UK honours
degree at the level of MSci,
MEng (or overseas equiva-
lents) and should be eligible
for ‘home rate’ fees. English
language requirements:
Applicants whose first lan-
guage is not English are usu-
ally required to provide evi-
dence of proficiency in
English at the higher level
required by the University.

How to apply:
Application forms and the
Graduate Studies Prospectus
are available from the
Graduate Admissions Office
at the website. Further infor-
mation on the application
process is available from
Rosie Ward.

Application deadline:
December 14, 2018
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QUERY: My name is Deepu
Mehta. My date of birth is
October 11, 1998. My subjects
were Public Administration
and Sociology in 10+2. Please
suggest the best suited career
options?

BHATT: You are a Libran
and your ruling planet is Venus.
You are born in a period that you
are destined to get success in life.

You can make a
good wealth in a
business or a job
of service sector.

You have
Moon in career
house, hence
you may excel

in the education field. 
In the beginning you

may have to face some issues
on job front. However, you will
see a different level of confi-
dence and determination later
on. You over think, this is the

negative trait of your nature.
Therefore, the best suited

career options for you are fol-
lowing:

Social worker: Libran have
the potential to make people
happy and make a living out of
it. They thrive in social groups,
bringing enemies together to
make them friends.

Human Resources: You are
good at interpersonal relation-
ships. A suitable field for you
would be HR. As Libran have all
necessary skills required for this
profession that include helping
others.

Architect: You have an excel-
lent analytical as well as aesthetic
skills. Your ability to under-
stand the proportion and scale
and be able to translate creative
ideas into reality makes you an

excellent candi-
date for architect. 

Entrepreneur:
Having ambitious
nature and eagerness to
tackle new challenges, you would
do very well as an entrepreneur.
Hence, doing own business is a
good option for you.

Manager: Leadership is
another prominent quality, mak-
ing you a potential CEO, or at
least management material. Even
if you start from executive level
you are destined to reach at man-
agement level.

Finance: Ruled by the plan-
et Venus, you can do very well as
bankers, capitalists, financiers
and moneylenders. Strong con-
dition of Mars in your Kundali
is showing signs of getting into
Income Tax Department Job.
Hence would recommend you to
apply for All India Level com-
petitive exam either online or
off l ine for Income Tax
Department

PR & marketing communi-
cation: With your kind of cre-
ativity, you can also take up
assignments in advertising, PR or
marketing communication
because other combinations are
also supportive. There is also a
talent for promotion and sales
within you.

Law: You may choose career
in this field as you have a nature
to over think on issues. You pay
attention to detail, which is a
great skill for lawyers to have.
This trait of your personality will
help you to do well in the field
of law.
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Some people prefer to stay stuck
in their cubicles for nine hours
staring at a screen and at the

end of the month receive a modest
paycheck. Then there are those peo-
ple who prefer paintings patrons
and the joy of a career that is more
than any paychecks. In India, the
culture of art has been going on for
centuries with ancient arts carved in
the caves and on the walls of the
temples. Later, during the Mughal
Empire, one observes emperors
with a patronage for the fine arts.

Today, people are showing
interest in art and have made their
hobby a profession and fruitful
business. A successful artist does
not have a career, they run a busi-
ness. There are two categories of
people involved to run this busi-
ness. First, the artist who creates an
art and second — the promoter,
who exhibits and sell the art.

To become an artist, you don’t
need an art degree. Knowledge
comes in varied forms, and even
though a classroom is a valid one, a
degree is completely unnecessary if
you want to start your own venture
and sell your art. No one will ever
ask you about your degree, but they
do care that you have a knowledge
and an opinion about what you
paint and sell. If you have a burning
desire to learn, you will find the
insights you need.

One thing that ambitious artists
continually destroy their businesses
with, is their lack of confidence. It is
not important that one has to create
the world’s greatest masterpieces in
order to become a professional
artist. There is a market for every
type of art and you just have to be
the best artist according to your
customer’s point of view. That
means being the best thing available
to them in their own domain of
influence.

People like pieces of art that
looks amazing, but they buy it
because it makes them feel good.
Today, even the common man start-
ed buying an art piece to decorate a
corner of his house. Hospitals, an
educational institution, organisa-
tions and in many other places,
people have started putting up art,

considering it not an expense, but
an investment.

To start your business of art,
you need to analyse and team up
with an existing platform to sell
your art. This will help you reach
out to an existing audience as well
as with the benefit of an existing
sales tool. Each platform like an art
gallery or an online art commission
website is completely unique. If you
are concentrating on fine art, maybe
selling prints is not a good idea or if
you are a pop artist, maybe creating
a merchandising line is a good
move.

If you decide to be a part on
several platforms at the same time,
it’s important that your pricing is
the same on every platform. If
someone buys an artwork and then
finds out that the same art piece is
available at a lower rate at some
other gallery or website, then they
will feel cheated and are likely to
not buy from you again. 

The business of art is a wide
network, comprising of the artist at
the bottom level, followed by art
galleries at the medium level and
the topmost level is about the big
organisation where art auctions take
place. In India, the art business is in
its elementary stage and it needs to
grow further to cope up with the
market in the US and other coun-
tries.
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The US is the first choice for
almost every student. There
are numerous ways of getting

a student visa for the US, yet all are
not apt to serve the purpose com-
pletely. The EB-5 (Employment
Based 5th Preference) Investor
Visa introduced by the US
Congress in 1990 brings the gold-
en opportunity of higher education
and taking up an appropriate job
in the US, without many of the typ-
ical hassles and complexities. The
benefits related to EB5 Visa surpass
F-1, H1-B and L-1 Visas. A few
points to consider regarding the
EB-5 Visa (Green card) —

Higher college acceptance
rates at lower cost: The competi-
tion is growing each day for getting
admitted to the college of your
choice, especially for the globally
recognized institutions. At times,
even if the student makes it
through the admission procedure,
Visa issues can thwart the process
abruptly. EB-5 is extremely impor-
tant for international students who
opt for a secure Visa method as you
are evaluated on the same basis as
a U.S. citizen.  Upon making the
investment in a USCIS approved
project, investors obtain the free-
dom to apply for higher education
for their children anywhere in the
US. The colleges also prioritize the
students with EB-5 Visa for enroll-
ment.  In addition, tuition costs are
substantially lower for US appli-
cants than foreigners.  Financial aid
is far more available as well. 

Better job opportunities:
Upon graduation an international
student with a green card (EB-5

visa) is legally eligible to work in the
US on an unlimited basis.
Therefore, employers are far more
eager to hire such candidates for
their companies. In contrast to lim-
ited deadlines for finding a job in
the US with other types of Visas,
EB-5 Visa affords the student the
opportunity to search and settle
with the right job without any time
restrictions. The freedom of work-
ing anywhere in the US as a per-
manent resident/green card hold-
er helps students get better job
opportunities. 

Freedom from time limits:
The EB-5 Visa investors' children
below the age of 21 are eligible to
live, work and study anywhere in
the country for both graduate and
post-graduate studies. In addition,
there is no legal status of to main-
tain. Green card holders are free to
move anywhere in the country for
work or educational purpose. F-1
Visa only allows three months
post-graduation for a student to get

a job in the US. While this period
can be extended to several more
months if the student's studies are
in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics)
stream. Possession of an EB-5 Visa
removes these time constraints.

Easy Green card status: The
forward thinking  EB-5 Visa pro-
gram doesn't just enhance the
opportunity to study and get a job
in the US but also makes the fur-
ther clearances from USCIS
(United States Citizenship and
Immigration Service) more effi-
cient and timely. EB-5 is the most
beneficial option for students who
aspire to study and settle down in
the US. For the investors and their
families, the provision of early
green card status gives added ben-
efits to students during their stud-
ies and obtaining a job as well.

These are just a few of the
many advantages of the EB-5 pro-
gramme. The visa truly serves as
the Midas touch to students’ careers
paving the way for a bright future.
The approval rate is much higher
than other visa categories which
make it even more favourable.
Even during the retrogression, the
success rate of EB-5 can increase
more with the right support and
guidance. The visa is available for
applicants who invest $ 500,000 or
more, in a federally approved pro-
ject. The visa is extended to the
investor, spouse and all unmarried
children under the age of 21 at the
time of application.
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The key to finding those low
risk projects and avoiding
projects involving fraud or

unnecessary risk is hiring expe-
rienced professionals and con-
ducting proper due diligence.
An experienced EB-5 lawyer rep-
resenting real estate investors
will be able to assist you.

�Do not limit yourself to
looking at the projects presented
by a commissioned consultant.
Search for options yourself, your
lawyer can assist you look at the
legal risk to both your investment
and your Green Card.

�Make sure the investment
structure is sound and secure. 

�Check the background of
the regional centre and any devel-
oper in terms of prior similar pro-
jects and their ability to complete
on-time and on-budget.

�Make sure that the business
model makes sense.

�Be aware that most consul-
tants have no financial analysis
training and will do nothing to
make sure your investment is safe.
A consultant may receive $70,000
or more if you invest in their pro-
ject. Most consultants are neither
competent nor independent to
provide you with project selection
advice.

�The record of a developer
to deliver on-time and on-budget
is the key. Your lawyer should
advise you as to whether any
equity investment from the devel-
oper can be withdrawn before
your money is returned to you.

�Ask every professional you
are working with to disclose the

total payments made to them by
any regional center you are con-
sidering. If the answer is not zero,
there is a conflict of interest.

Choosing the professional
Questions to ask a lawyer:
�What legal experience and

training do you have do you have
in detecting flawed and fraudu-
lent real estate-backed projects?

�What is your experience in
identifying legal risks and anom-
alies in the structure of real estate
projects on behalf of investors?

�Will you monitor my pro-
ject for legal defaults by the
regional centre or any other
party?

�Will you be examining the
capital structure to ensure that
EB-5 investors are legally secured
and that as an individual investor
I can enforce my rights for repay-
ment?

�What is your experience?
�Have you filed at least 100

Indian EB-5 petitions?
How many EB-5 cases have

you handled and how may I526
and I829 approvals has your firm
received for Indian investors?

Questions for consultants
�Please disclose the exact fee

you will be paid if I invest in any
project you have introduced me
to.

�Are you a CFA or an RFA?
�Please describe the formal

real-estate investment analysis
training you have received.

�How many I-829 approvals
have your clients received?
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Although Borussia Dortmund is scor-
ing at a remarkable rate, Atletico
Madrid has the defenders to stop that

flow of goals.
The teams, one with the best attack in

Germany and the other with the tightest
defense in Spain, will meet Wednesday in
the Champions League with both sides
coming off opening wins in Group A.

Dortmund is unbeaten so far this sea-
son and is scoring an average of 3.4 goals
per game in the Bundesliga - even with spar-
ing use of record-break-
ing signing Paco
Alcacer. The Spain
striker has only played
one full game for
Dortmund since arriv-
ing from on loan from
Barcelona - scoring one
goal in a 3-0 win over Monaco - but he has
scored every 18 minutes in the Bundesliga,
where he has a record seven goals in four
appearances.

"It's not in question that we're satisfied
beyond measure with Paco," Dortmund
chief executive Hans-Joachim Watzke told
the local Ruhr Nachrichten newspaper.

Alcacer also scored in both his recent
appearances for Spain, meaning the 25-year-
old forward has yet to play a game this sea-
son in which he hasn't found the net.

There's little doubt that Dortmund will
make use of its option to sign the former
Valencia striker to a permanent deal after
his one-year loan expires. No other player
has made such a good start in the
Bundesliga since the league was formed in
1963.

Atletico will provide a stern test, how-

ever. The visitor's wizened defenders have
only conceded five goals in nine Spanish
league games so far.

Diego Costa, out with a hamstring
injury picked up in the win over Club
Brugge, could return for Atletico.
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Dortmund and Atletico last met in the

Champions League in the 1996-97 group
stage with both sides recording away vic-
tories. Dortmund went on to beat Juventus

in the final.
Club Brugge will host struggling

Monaco in the other group game. Monaco
is hoping for a resurgence under coach
Thierry Henry, who lost at Strasbourg 2-1
on Saturday in his debut.

Monaco finished with 10 men, lost top
scorer Radamel Falcao to injury, and
slipped to 19th place in the French league.
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After perfect starts, Barcelona hosts

Inter Milan without Lionel Messi, who
broke his right forearm in Saturday's win
over Sevilla.

Brazil midfielder Philippe Coutinho
and France forward Ousmane Dembele, the
club's most expensive signings, will be asked
to make up for the Argentine's absence,
teaming up with Luis Suarez in attack.

With Messi absent, another Argentine
will be looking to shine for Inter. Mauro
Icardi hopes to make it three out of three
in the Champions League after scoring in
his debut in the competition, a 2-1 win over
Tottenham, and netting the winner against
PSV Eindhoven.

The 25-year-old Icardi has six goals in
his past seven matches, including a stop-
page-time winner in Sunday's city derby
against AC Milan.

PSV hosts Tottenham in the other
group game.

Christian Eriksen could return to
Tottenham's starting lineup. The Denmark
playmaker was a late substitute over the
weekend in the Premier League after being
out for a month with an abdominal injury.
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Carlo Ancelotti returns to Paris Saint-

Germain, where he will hope for better luck

with Napoli than on his previous visit to the
team he coached from 2011-13.

Just over a year ago, Ancelotti was fired
as Bayern Munich coach after a 3-0 loss at
Parc des Princes.

Among the scorers that night was
Edinson Cavani, who was Ancelotti's most
expensive signing when he joined PSG from
Napoli.

Though Cavani is PSG's all-time lead-
ing scorer with 176 goals, he has fallen out
of favor since the arrival of coach Thomas
Tuchel, who favors Neymar in tandem with
Kylian Mbappe.

Tuchel has given Cavani assurances he
still counts on him, and he is expected to
start on Wednesday. Cavani has a point to
prove, which may not be good news for
Ancelotti.

PSG, which started with a 3-2 loss at
Liverpool, is looking for its second win.

Liverpool hosts Red Star Belgrade in the
other group match.

The teams last met 45 years ago when
Liverpool lost both legs in the second round
of the European Cup. The defeats to a tech-
nically gifted Red Star team proved to be a
wake-up call for Liverpool, which altered
its approach in Europe and went on to
become European champions four times in
the following decade.
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Porto will visit Lokomotiv Moscow level

on points with Schalke and one ahead of
Galatasaray, who meet in the other group
game in Istanbul.

Lokomotiv lost 1-0 to a late Schalke goal
in its previous game, after losing 3-0 at
Galatasaray in its first. Another loss for the
Russian champions would all but end
their hopes of making the knockout stages.
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Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang and
Mesut Ozil stole the show as Arsenal

swept to their 10th successive win with a
dominant 3-1 victory against Leicester on
Monday.

Unai Emery's side trailed to Hector
Bellerin's first-half own goal at the
Emirates Stadium.

But Ozil, captaining Arsenal on his
return to the side after back spasms, pro-
duced a majestic display to lead the
Gunners' impressive fightback.

Ozil, shrugging off his poor start to
the season, equalised just before half-time
and played a key role in Aubameyang's
second-half double.

Gabon striker Aubameyang scored
twice in quick succession after coming off
the bench, ensuring Arsenal won 10 con-
secutive matches in all competitions for
the first time since 2007.

They have scored 30 goals in that blis-
tering streak and climb to fourth place in
the Premier League, just two points
behind leaders Manchester City.

On the 69th birthday of Emery's pre-
decessor Arsene Wenger, this was the kind

of swashbuckling show that recalled
Arsenal's glory days under the
Frenchman.

Ozil summed up Arsenal mood,
tweeting after the match: "I think we

played some sexy football tonight. Proud
captain of this team."

It was the perfect start to a hectic week
that sees Arsenal travel to Portugal for a
Europa League tie against Sporting Lisbon
on Thursday before returning to domes-
tic action at Crystal Palace on Sunday.

"We are happy because we are pro-
gressing. We need to play with organisa-
tion but also we are beginning to play with
heart," Emery said.

"Today the performance of the team,
and also of Mesut, was very good."

Emery has made a remarkable impact
since replacing Wenger in the close-sea-
son.

The Spanish manager's two-game
losing streak at the start of his Arsenal
reign is now a distant memory as
Gunners fans start to dream of a title chal-
lenge after their seventh successive league
win.

Emery isn't getting carried away
just yet, saying: "It's important to keep
calm and progress with every player. To
continue winning is difficult.

"When you improve your demands
are very high. We need to control match-
es more than we are doing now."
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Aback injury suffered during a Sunday
practice session with compatriot

Roger Federer forced Stan Wawrinka to
pull out of the Swiss Indoors tournament
on Monday, while Marin Cilic eased into
the second round in Basel.

"I turned my back, and retiring was
the only decision I could make," said the
three-time Grand Slam champion, adding
that he will end his season early and not
play at the Paris Masters next week.

The withdrawal of Wawrinka, ranked
68th in the world as he continues to fight
to fully recover more than a year after two
knee surgeries, comes after Federer made
an injury confession of his own.

Federer revealed in the run-up to the
start at the St Jakobshalle that he had been
suffering since the summer with a hand
injury, which the 20-time Grand Slam
winner insisted was fine now.

Federer, the holder, is seeking a
ninth title at the event where he got his

start in the sport as a teenage ballboy.
Wawrinka has been playing in fits

and starts this season, losing in the
Shanghai first round this month after
reaching the semi-finals in September in
St Petersburg.

Wawrinka, twice a semi-finalist in
Basel, was to have faced Adrian
Mannarino in the first round on
Wednesday.

Later on Monday, 2016 winner Cilic
saw off rising Canadian star Denis
Shapovalov in straight sets to reach the
second round.

Australian Open runner-up Cilic is
one of two former champions in the draw
alongside Federer, and he brushed aside
teenager Shapovalov 6-4, 6-2.

The world number six will next face
Romania's Marius Copil, who defeated
American Ryan Harrison 6-2, 7-6 (10/8).

Finnish-born home player Henri
Laaksonen won his first match in Basel
after five previous first-round losses, beat-
ing Roland Garros semi-finalist and
sixth seed Marco Cecchinato 6-4, 6-2.
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form, Prajnesh Gunneswaran made a
winning start at the Liuzhou Challenger
tournament in China but it was curtains
for Ramkumar Ramanathan and Sumit
Nagal, who yet again fell at the first hur-
dle.

Prajnesh, who ended runners-up at
the Ningbo Challenger last week, downed
Frenchman Johan Tatlot 6-4, 7-5 in his
opening round of the $ 50,000 hard court

event.
The seventh seed Indian will now

clash with Egypt's Mohammed Safwat for
a place in the quarterfinals. Prajnesh has
beaten Swafwat thrice this season.

However, bad results continue to
chase Ramkumar and Nagal.

Ramkumar, who has been struggling
after his breakthrough performance at the
Hall of Fame Open, where he reached the
final for the first time in an ATP250 event,
lost his opening round to Spanish qual-
ifier Alejandro Davidovich Fokina 6-7(3),
3-6. Qualifier Nagal lost his first round
2-6, 3-6 to Japanese eighth seed Tatsuma
Ito.

In the doubles, Arjun Kadhe and
Yaraslav Shyla moved to the quarterfinals
with a 6-4, 6-3 win over Liam Broady and
Duckhee Lee. 

Meanwhile, at the Basel indoors,
India's top doubles player Rohan Bopanna
and his partner Parcel Granollers eased
past Spanish duo of Guillermo Garcia-
Lopez and David Marrero 6-1, 6-4. 
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India's PV Sindhu dominated her way to
a 21-17, 21-8 win against USA's Beiwen

Zhang at the French Open Super 750 tour-
nament in Paris on Tuesday, to avoid a
repeat of the upset defeat in Denmark last
week.

The third seed needed just 34 minutes
to win the first round encounter.

Sindhu was facing Zhang in the first
round for the second straight tournament.
The American shuttler had pulled off an
upset over the world No 3 in Odense and
Sindhu was looking to avoid an encore. That
was Zhang's third consecutive win over
Sindhu after triumphing in the final of the
Indian Open earlier in 2018 and the
Indonesia Masters in 2017.

Sindhu started the match well after a
few tight early exchanges, pulling ahead 10-
6 from 4-4. Zhang then started a fightback
to take a 11-10 lead into the mid-game
interval. The second half started with
both players trading serves but from 16-16,
Sindhu won five of the next six points to

draw first blood. The lead changed as many
times in the first game before Sindhu
stepped up her game at the business end to
clinch it 21-17.

The second game was a different story
though. From 3-3, Sindhu won eight of the
next nine points to take a commanding 11-
4 lead into the break. The second half was
more of the same as the Indian No 1 put
together another run of points, not letting
Zhang back into the game. Sindhu had eight
match points and converted the first to seal
her progress to the second round.
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The Indian under-19 women's football
team will be up against Pakistan in its

opening match of the AFC Championship
Qualifier here on Wednesday.

India coach Alex Ambrose said his team
would look to keep emotions at bay in the clash
against the arch-rivals.

"It may only make us lose focus on what
our real objective is. All we want from our first
game is three points. There is no special treat-
ment as such for Pakistan. I want the girls to
play to our plan and execute the ideas prop-
erly on the pitch, regardless of who we are play-
ing," he said ahead of the match.

Although both the teams played in the
SAFF U-18 championships, they did not face
each other in Bhutan earlier this month.

While India topped their group and went
on to clinch the Bronze medal, Pakistan fin-
ished bottom of their pool, losing all their
matches.

On the eve of the fixture between the two
rivals, Pakistan head coach Mohammed
Siddique Sheikh lauded India and said the
qualifiers will give his players good exposure.

"These qualifiers are going to give our girls
good exposure. I've seen the Indian team, and
they play really good football," said Sheikh.

"Thailand and Nepal are also quite good,
so we have to bring our best cards to the table.
We are playing here for the first time, so things
are going to be new for us. Let's hope for the
best."

Ambrose also said qualifying for the
main event is definitely an aim for his side.

"I am aware that we have a good chance
of making it to the next round. But we have
to build on all the hard work that we have put
in so far to achieve the desired results," he said.

"It all depends on how things go on the
matchday. Depending on that, we can take
things forward," he added.

Group B of the first round of the AFC U-
19 Women's Championship qualifiers are set
to kick-off with the India-Pakistan clash at
2.30pm IST.

The other match of the day will be
Thailand-Nepal in the evening. 
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Defending champion Caroline
Wozniacki earned her first

victory at this year's WTA Finals,
beating Petra Kvitova 7-5, 3-6, 6-2 on
Tuesday.

Wozniacki, who became the first
Danish woman to win a Grand Slam
title at this year's Australian Open, is
now 1-1 in her group. Kvitova is 0-2.

"I played much better today,"
Wozniacki said on court after the
match. "I returned well. I served well.
Against Petra, she's so powerful, you
have to stay on your game. I just tried
to stay focused and get a lot of balls
back.

"I always believe in myself and
when I'm out on the court I believe I'm
going to win."

Wozniacki lost to Karolina Pliskova
in her opening match, while Kvitova
lost to Elina Svitolina. Pliskova and

Svitolina will meet later Tuesday.
Kvitova, who won the WTA Finals

title in her debut appearance at the
year-end tournament in 2011, was the
one taking chances on Tuesday. But
Wozniacki played steadier defense and

waited for the Czech to make mistakes.
Kvitova finished the match with 40

winners and 40 unforced
errors. Wozniacki had
19 winners and 14
unforced errors.

Wozniacki,  who
broke her opponent in the first and fifth
games of the deciding set, took a
medical timeout to have her left knee
bandaged when Kvitova was leading 3-
1 in the second.

Meanwhile, Rising Japanese super-
star Naomi Osaka has vowed to push
through fatigue and atone for her
error-strewn loss to Sloane Stephens in
her WTA Finals debut in Singapore on
Monday.

An error-prone Osaka struggled
with her rhythm and faded badly
against Stephens, who won 7-5, 4-6, 6-
1 in two hours and 25 minutes.

The 21-year-old came into the
season finale as the in-form player, hav-

ing won 14 of her previous 16 match-
es and capturing the US Open.

It has been a whirlwind
for Osaka since her stunning
victory over Serena Williams
at Flushing Meadows in
September.

"I haven't gone home (to Florida)
since the US Open. So of course I'd love
to go home, but I'm here right now and
I want to do well," she told reporters.

"I want to give them (fans) a good
match to watch. So for me that's my
main priority, and I'm not really tired
of that yet. So I just want to keep see-
ing how far I can go."

Osaka, who had 46 unforced errors
in first match, said she hoped to keep
her emotions in check moving forward.

"I am a little bit apologetic for doing
the stuff that I did," she said. "I feel like
for me I play better when no one knows
what I'm thinking. I think I learned a
lot from today."
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Equipped with a top-order that is
riding an unprecedented run of
rich form, India are favoured to

extend their dominance while West
Indies face insurmountable odds to
draw parity, in the second One-day
International here on Wednesday.

It has been a mismatch of gigantic
proportions so far and it looks highly
unlikely that West Indies would have
much of a chance against the well-oiled
machine that India seem to be at home.

If captain Virat Kohli adds anoth-
er 81 runs to his awe-inspiring tally, he
will become the fastest man to 10,000
runs in this format, surpassing the icon-
ic Sachin Tendulkar.

The possibility of this record being
broken has added to the excitement of
the port city's frenzied fans.

Tendulkar took 259 innings to get
there and Kohli has so far batted 204
times.

However, despite the convincing
margin of victory in 1st ODI, India will
be better off with a bit of frugality from
their bowlers at the Dr YS Rajasekhara
Reddy Stadium.

Besides, India are unlikely to get
enough opportunities to test their mid-
dle-order against this West Indies attack,
what with the home team's top three
batsmen in the mood to plunder runs.

But the lack of enough game-time
for their middle-order may not hold
India in good stead in the run-up to the
World Cup.

As far as the upcoming match is
concerned, Kohli knows his team is thin
in the bowling department, and West
Indies made full use of the weakness,
though the visiting team's attack too, was
taken to the task under lights.

In the absence of 'death overs spe-
cialist' Jasprit Bumrah and the reliable
Bhuvneshwar Kumar, the Indian seam-
ers were not up to the mark at the
Barsapara Stadium.

Also, Ravindra Jadeja did not look
threatening in the middle overs and this
allowed West Indies batsmen to keep
going for their strokes.

Mohammad Shami was wayward
and was taken for plenty of runs -- 81
to be precise -- in his quota of 10 overs.
Given the lack of options at his dispos-
al at the moment though, Kohli could
continue with the seamer.

Fresh from a 10-wicket outing in the
second Test, Umesh Yadav could not

replicate his red ball form, conceding too
many runs.

More than his bowling figures,
what was disturbing was the fact that the
speedster lacked direction, something
that has troubled him in the past as well.

India could still ring in a change or
two, though.

Chinaman Kuldeep Yadav, who
was not played in the opening game and
which had a bearing on the middle
overs, is likely to replace Khaleel Ahmed,

who looked out of sorts against the
marauding Shimron Hetmyer, who
struck a blazing 78-ball 106.

Hetmyer's knock was one of the few
positives for the beleaguered visitors,
apart from the brisk start provided by
Kieran Powell. While the two showed
up, West Indies would hope others too,
would make substantial contributions
in the remainder of the series.

The seasoned Marlon Samuels is
part of the squad but he perished
quickly in the first match. He would look
to make up for his failure, just like India's
Shikhar Dhawan.

Dhawan was in prolific form in
India's triumphant Asia Cup campaign
and he is expected to fire anytime soon.
The last time he batted here, against Sri
Lanka in December 2017, Dhawan
compiled a match-winning century.

Rishabh Pant, who has already
made his presence felt in his brief inter-
national career, and Mahendra Singh
Dhoni, only add to the West Indians'
worry. For West Indies, pace spearhead
Kemar Roach is back after missing the

Test series due to bereavement in the
family, but he could not inspire the team
first up.

Roach will get another opportuni-
ty on Wednesday, and so will the likes
of Devendra Bishoo, and skipper Jason
Holder himself.
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West Indian swashbuckler
Shimron Hetmyer on Tuesday

said he looked up to the great Brian
Lara and thanked his country's leg-
ends for backing youngsters like
him to "keep trying" despite the fact
that the islands' plummeting graph in
cricket has refused to head north.

The 21-year-old Hetmyer blud-
geoned his way to a 78-ball 106 in the
first ODI against India in Guwahati,
redeeming himself after a disastrous
Test series, in which he managed just
50 runs across four innings at 12.50.

"I did look up to Brian Lara when
I used to watch cricket, but most of

it (shots) comes naturally to me. I am
a natural stroke-player and try to play
each ball on merit," Hetmyer said
after a training session.

"I have spoken to a few legends
in the past, they are quite fun actu-
ally, easy going — Lance Gibbs, Sir
Viv Richards and Brian Lara, Some
of the other stars, too. Knowing that
they are backing you makes me feel
good," he said.

"They tell me to be 'just be your-
self ', they give suggestions like play
each ball on merit and all. They try
to help in every way possible, make
it as easy as possible for us and
encouraging us to keep pushing," he
added.

At the Barsapara Stadium, the
Guyanese looked a far cry from his
struggles in the Tests, nonchalantly
hitting six sixes and as many fours,
his knock also adding a dash of the
Caribbean flavour of the good old
days.

"I had a bad Test series, it was not
one of the best ways to start a series
in India but from there on I tried to
forget about that as much as possi-
ble and the senior guys helped. They
said don't worry and look forward to
the next game," he said.

"I have quite a few experienced
guys to lean on, to know how it was
before, even the coach (Stuart Law)
who has played for Australia. How

much of the big change has happened
from then to now. How they played
their game," he added.

India off-spinner Harbhajan
Singh is sure he will be a big draw in
the next Indian Premier League
(IPL) players' auction, thanks to his
big-hitting capabilities.

Unlike a few renowned players
from the Caribbean islands who
have turned to T20 leagues across the
world, Hetmyer said his first priori-
ty now is to represent the West Indies.

"It's a good feeling to know that
one of the great spinners from India
has rated me that high. It is a dream
of mine but right now I am taking one
step at a time, so I would see what
awaits. But right now, I am focused
on representing West Indies," he
said.

"I think everyone aspires to play
in the IPL but first you want to rep-
resent West Indies. That is possibly
the biggest thing you could possibly
do as a cricketer and then you would
take it from there," he added.

West Indies skipper Jason Holder
called Hetmyer a positive.

"He is positive for West Indies
cricket. It's good to see a youngster
coming and scoring crucial runs and
I can only urge him, and hope that
he continues to do well and repeat
that kind of performance that is best
for his team in the coming matches,"
Holder said.
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Anointed as India's number four in the ODI format with the
World Cup in mind, Ambati Rayudu said the responsibil-

ity does not "pressurise" him at all, as he preferred to stay in
the present.

"Not really," Rayudu said when asked if he is feeling any
pressure three days after skipper Virat Kohli backed him for a
position for which the team management has tried as many as
seven batsmen since the
tour of Sri Lanka in 2017.

The 33-year-old began
his first-class career way
back in 2001-02 but had to
wait till 2013 to make his
international debut, against
Zimbabwe, aged 28.

The Hyderabad bats-
man added, "To be very
honest, I am just focused
on this series at the
moment and not really
thinking too far ahead.

"I don't think it is new
for me as I have been bat-
ting in the middle order for
long. There is nothing new
that they have asked me to
do."

Rayudu was dropped
from the Indian ODI
squad headed for England
earlier this year for failing
the mandatory yo-yo test,
but has since made it clear
that he has nothing against strict fitness benchmark.

"I have been working on my fitness right from my injury.
I don't think yo-yo test had any bearing on how I was prepar-
ing or how I was going about my fitness. Even now I am going
to the NCA, there is a small pocket of free time for a week and
I am happy that I cleared the test.

"I think even before the IPL, it's not that I was not in con-
tention. It's just that I had few injuries. IPL was good platform
to come back strong, especially on my fitness."

In the two Tests as well as the only ODI played so far, the
West Indies bowling attack was not able to challenge the Indian
batting enough, something that has so far deprived the home
team of a chance to test its middle-order ahead of the 2019 show-
piece event. Asked about it, Rayudu did not read much into it.

"Obviously it's great that top three are doing so well for India.
It's a challenge for the middle order to always be ready to get
in and bat. I am sure everybody is up for it, everybody knows
the situation." "It's just one game (the first ODI in Guwahati),
I think they bowled really well. They will pose a good challenge
in the coming games."
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Hanuma Vihari and left-arm
spinner Shahbaz Nadeem

produced match-winning efforts
to guide India B to a 43-run win
in their Deodhar Trophy opener,
spoiling a fighting 99 from India
A captain Dinesh Karthik here on
Tuesday.

Vihari made an unbeaten 87
off 95 balls and shared a 99-run
stand for the fourth wicket with
Manoj Tiwary (52 off 58) to
guide India B to 261 for eight after
opting to bat.

Later, Nadeem, who opened
the bowling, picked up three cru-
cial wickets including that of
Karthik (99 off 114) to tilt the
game in his team's favour, fol-
lowing a 123-run sixth wicket
stand between the wicketkeeper
batsman and R Ashwin (54 off 76)
kept India A in the game at least
till the 44th over.

Nadeem ended with figures of

three for 32 in 10 overs and got
good support from leg-spinner
Mayank Markande (4/48) and
lead pacer Varun Aaron (2/45).

Chasing 262 in the good bat-
ting conditions, India A were

dealt a double blow with Nadeem
trapping Prithvi Shaw and Karun
Nair off consecutive balls in the
third over.

While Nair's LBW was a
straightforward call, Shaw was
unfortunate as it appeared that the
teenage sensation had edged the
ball before it struck his pads.

Aaron, who was occasional-
ly wayward, removed Bawne and
Krunal , leaving India A at a pre-
carious 87 for five in the 20th over.

That left a mountain to climb
for skipper Karthik, who was
running out of partners. But he
finally found an able ally in
Ashwin and they both used their
years of experience to take the
team close to the finishing line.

Needing 53 off the last 48 balls
and two set batsmen in the mid-
dle, India A were favourites.
However, Tamil Nadu teammates
Karthik and Ashwin fell in the
space of 10 balls to turn the
match in India B's favour.

Ashwin was stumped off
Markande while Karthik, strug-
gling with cramps, ?was dejected
after offering a return catch to
Nadeem.

It was a fighting effort from
Karthik and he deserved to score
a hundred but fell short by just one
run.

Earlier, India B's Mayank
Agarwal (46 off 47) and captain
Shreyas Iyer (41 off 47) played a
flurry of delightful strokes before
loose shot selection led to their
downfall.

After their departure in quick
succession and the onus to take
the innings forward was on Vihari
and Tiwary.

From 95 for three, they bat-
ted sensibly to share a 99-run
stand which ended after a terrible
mix up, leading to Tiwary's run
out following a well made half-
century. From there on, India B
never got a move on and ended up
well shot of the 300-run mark. 
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Niroshan Dickwella top-scored with
95 and spin bowler Akila Dananjaya

took four wickets to lead Sri Lanka to a
confidence-boosting 219-run win on the
Duckworth/Lewis method in the fifth
and final one-day international against
England on Tuesday.

England won the five-match series
3-1, with the first match ending without
a result due to rain.

Sri Lanka captain Dinesh Chandimal
won the toss and elected to bat first and
his batsmen justified his decision by scor-
ing 366-6 in 50 overs. In reply, England
was 132-9 in 26.1 overs when heavy rain
interrupted play.

Sri Lanka had kept England well
below the Duckworth/Lewis par score at
the stoppage.

Eralier, Opener Niroshan Dickwella
blasted 95 and skipper Dinesh
Chandimal 80 as Sri Lanka posted 366

for six in their fifth one day international
against England on Tuesday.

Dickwella put on 137 runs with
opening partner Sadeera
Samarawickrama, who made 54.

The left-handed Dickwella hit 12
fours during his 97-ball stay before
falling to off-spinner Moeen Ali, who
took two wickets in the innings.

Chandimal then build partnerships
including a 101-run third wicket stand
with Kusal Mendis, who smashed 56.
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On a roll, the upbeat India A
women will look to seal the

three-match T20 series when
they take on their Australian
counterparts in the second game
here on Wednesday.

India A began the rubber in
style with a four-wicket win
against the visitors at the Mumbai
Cricket Association's Bandra
Kurla Complex facility on
Monday.

A victory in the second game
would help the home team cap-
ture a winning lead ahead of
Friday's last match.

The India A team is basical-
ly the national team that will rep-
resent the country at the World
T20 to be hosted by the West
Indies next month.

The hosts would thus be
keen to win the remaining two
games to boost their morale
ahead of the World Cup.

All eyes would again be on
youngster Smriti Mandhana,
whose form will be crucial for the
hosts.

She made a match winning
72 in the first game and would
surely like to build upon that

going into the all-important ICC
event.

Same will be the case with
experienced Harmanpreet Kaur,
who also chipped in with a use-
ful 45 in the lung-opener.

The game will serve as
another opportunity for the likes
of young Jemimah Rodrigues,
wicket keeper Tania Bhatia, Veda
Krishnamurthy and others to
prove their mettle.

The bowlers will look for an
improvised show and work on
their weaknesses.

On the other hand, the visi-
tors, who clinched the preceding
50-over series 3-0, would strive
hard to stay alive in the rubber.

A keen contest is thus on the
cards.
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In awe of Virat Kohli's batting prowess,
Bangladesh opener Tamim Iqbal on

Tuesday said the prolific Indian captain
does not seem human sometimes.

"I sometimes feel he is not human
because of the way he performs, my good-
ness, the moment he comes out to bat, it
looks like he is going to score a hundred
every game," Iqbal was quoted as saying
by 'Khaleej Times' here.

"The way he looks after himself, the
way he works on his game, it's unbeliev-
able. He is probably the number one in
all three formats. He is someone to watch
and admire and also learn from. I think
he has been fantastic," he added.

Kohli is the world's No 1 batsman in
both the Test and one-day formats and
is just 81 runs short of becoming the
fastest to reach 10,000 ODI runs.

The record currently stands in the
name of the iconic Sachin Tendulkar, who
took 259 innings to get there, while Kohli
has so far played 204 innings.

"...I have seen all the great players that
have played the game in the past 12 years.
They have their own strong points. But
I haven't seen anyone that has dominat-
ed as much as Virat has," Iqbal said.

Iqbal garnered much appreciation
during the Asia Cup last month when he
came out to bat against Sri Lanka with a
fractured wrist. He said it was a matter
of pride for him.

"I thought facing one delivery could
have helped Bangladesh get 5-10 extra
runs in that game. And we ended up get-
ting 32 runs because of Mushfiqur's bril-
liance," he said. 
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